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today’s most capable, multi-role fighter. The state-

of-the-art F-15K features an advanced avionics

suite, along with its exceptional range, speed and

weapons load. The result is a powerful new fighter

that creates new options for security anywhere.
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T
he US Army and US
Marine Corps (USMC)
are looking at the possi-
bility of developing a new
vehicle to at least 

partially replace the fleet of
Humvees that have been in
service since 1985.

The USMC is developing a
concept called the Combat Tacti-
cal Vehicle, while the army
version is called the Light Tacti-
cal Vehicle, but these vehicles
would be the same. The army and
USMC – under pressure from the
US Congress – are working
together to start the programme as
early as 2007, according to offi-
cials from both services.

“We’re laying out all the require-
ments of what we need and what
they need, and then we’ll see if
there’s a vehicle out there that’s bet-
ter than the Humvee,” said
Brigadier General Mark Scheid,
commanding general of the US
Army Transportation Center.

Both services have laid out an
ambitious list of features they

would like the new vehicle to
include. Survivability is a key fea-
ture –  the army is looking at a
V-shaped ‘hull’ that could deflect
the blast from a roadside bomb and
an active protection system that
could deflect incoming grenades
and rockets. The vehicle could also
feature modular armour with a
softer base level that could be aug-
mented by add-on armour
installable by one or two soldiers in
four hours using no special tools. 

Gen Scheid said that ceramic
armour would be preferable to
steel but that the cost may prove
prohibitive.

Also on the list of potential
requirements are a hybrid-electric
engine, plug-and-play weapons and

sensors, an active suspension and
the ability to generate water, either
from the vehicle exhaust or from the
environment. Gen Scheid noted that
30 per cent of what US troops in Iraq
carry is water.

The army will conduct a major
demonstration in June 2006 to look
at the technology that could be used
in the vehicle, Gen Scheid said. The
army is also likely to take cues from
the Future Tactical Truck System
Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration. The four companies
participating in that demonstration –
Lockheed Martin, Stewart and
Stevenson, International Truck and
Engine Corporation, and AM Gen-
eral – are also likely to be the major
players if the army and USMC
decide to replace the Humvee after
the services’ contracts with AM
General run out in 2007.

The potential fielding date for a
new vehicle depends on the techno-
logical maturity of the proposal that
the services could choose, said Gen
Scheid. According to USMC docu-
ments describing their plans, an
initial operation capability would be
reached in the middle of 2011. 

Although the vehicles would be
development items, the commer-
cial market for off-road vehicles
has expanded greatly since the
Humvee was developed in the
1970s, making it easier this time
around to integrate lower-cost,
high-tech components, said Lieu-
tenant General Joseph Yakovac,
Military Deputy to the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Acqui-
sition, Logistics and Technology.

“For cost reasons and afford-
ability, can we leverage the
market that’s out there … so we
can pull some of that in from the
commercial sector and still be
good enough,” he said.

The replacement vehicles might
only replace the Humvee fleet
slowly, Gen Scheid said. AM Gen-
eral, earlier in 2005, began
production of new versions of the
Humvee, the M1151 and M1152,
which are expected to be fielded
over the next several years. ■

US forces look
towards Humvee
replacement
JOSHUA KUCERA JDW Staff Reporter
Washington, DC

● The US Army and Marine Corps
could replace the Humvee with a
successor programme starting as
early as 2007

● Greatly improved survivability is
key among the requirements for
the new vehicle

A US Army Humvee deployed in southern Baghdad. The service, together with the
US Marine Corps, is examining the possibility of developing a new vehicle to at least
partially replace the Humvee P Felstead/Janes; 1116682

RELATED ARTICLE:
Humvees to have DIY up-armouring
(jdw.janes.com, 26/08/05)
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New information on China’s Z-10 combat
helicopter indicates that the programme con-
tinues to make steady progress, and that
Western suppliers are still making that
progress possible. Changhe Aircraft Indus-
tries has now delivered three developmental
prototypes, two of which are currently
believed to be undertaking active flight trials. 

One aircraft is thought to be flying from the
China Flight Test Establishment (CFTE) at
Xi’an Yanliang, in the northwestern Shaanxi
province. Two more are thought to be located at
the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force
Bureau facility at Jingdezhen airbase, in northern
Jiangxi province.

Sources in Beijing report that the Z-10 test team
has now flown over 400 hours with its new heli-
copters. The latest image to emerge of what is
possibly the No 3 prototype Z-10 confirms JDW’s
earlier assessment of the helicopter’s design. 

Clearly visible is its five-bladed rotor system,
which rotates in a distinctive clockwise direction.
This supports speculation that China has 
adopted a Eurocopter-assisted rotor system with
anAgusta-inspired gearbox and transmission.

The novel scissors-bladed tail rotor and gen-
eral tail layout can now be seen properly for the
first time. The aircraft is flying with its newly
developed undernose cannon in place, along with

stub wing weapons pylons. Temporary flight-test
equipment and an air data sensor have been
attached on the nose. 

What appears to be a cutter for a wire-strike
protection system is mounted above the stepped,
tandem cockpit. The black-painted helicopter
wears PLAmarkings on its tail boom. 

Within China, the Z-10 is often referred to 
as the WZ-10, in a more correct reflection of
its Chinese designation (Whu Zhi, armed
helicopter).

The Western equipment supplied for the Z-
10 to date has not received any special export 
licensing as it has been sold under the guise of
the civil Chinese Medium Helicopter (CMH)

programme. Work on a commercial CMH
design is now under way and some elements of
the Z-10 design are common with the CMH –
but the Z-10 programme is far more advanced
than the CMH.

As with the Sukhoi Su-27/Shenyang J-11,
China is following an ‘indigenisation’ process
with the Z-10/CMH that will see
key imported items – most notably engines –
eventually replaced with locally produced
equipment. 

However, the WZ-9 turboshaft, earmarked for
the Z-10, is currently running several years
behind schedule. Z-10 engine supplier Pratt &
Whitney Canada is understood to be preparing its
next batch of PT6-67C turboshafts for delivery.
Ten have already been supplied to China. ■

China’s Z-10 helicopter
reveals latest progress
ROBERT HEWSON Editor, Jane’s Air-LaunchedWeapons
London

Sweden and Singapore are believed to
be close to concluding a deal for the
transfer of two Type A 17 Västergötland-
class submarines to the Republic of
Singapore Navy (RSN).

Negotiations between Sweden’s
Defence Materiel Administration (FMV)
and Singapore’s Defence Science and
Technology Agency have been under way
for several months. Local media reports in
Sweden suggest that Västergötland and
Hälsingland, to be retired early from the
Royal Swedish Navy (RSwN) because of
cutbacks in submarine force levels, would
be transferred as part of a sales agreement
valued at about SEK1 billion [USD128 mil-
lion].

The package is expected to include mod-
ernisation refits before delivery, which will
incorporate the addition of a Stirling air-
independent propulsion (AIP) system.

Sweden sold four Type A 12 submarines
to Singapore in the mid-1990s under pro-
jects Riken I and Riken II. Now operational
with the RSN as the Challenger class, these
boats, each over 35-years of age, have
given the service its first experience of
submarine operations 

Västergötland and Hälsingland, com-
missioned in 1987 and 1988 respectively,
would offer a significant improvement in
capability over the ageing Challenger
class.

Singapore’s Ministry of Defence said in
a statement that, in view of the availability
of the two A 17 class boats, it was “now
considering whether this might provide
the RSN an opportunity to enhance its
submarine capabilities by replacing some
of its Challenger-class submarines with
the Västergötland-class submarines.” It
further noted:

“We have a long co-operative relationship
with Sweden in the area of submarines.
We had purchased the Challenger-class
submarines from Sweden for training and
experience in operating submarines.”

Two more Västergötland-class 
boats, Södermanland and Östergötland,
will remain in Royal Swedish Navy ser-
vice over the longer term. Both have
undergone major modernisation refits
at Kockums in Karlskrona, which
included the addition of new Stirling AIP
systems to extend submerged
endurance.

Both FMV and Kockums refused to
comment on any matters regarding a pos-
sible sale to Singapore. However, Kockums
is known to have briefed the RSN’s Naval
Platform and Technology Seminar confer-
ence on the A 17 upgrade programme in
May. It is thought that the RSN is interested

in acquiring experience of AIP technology
with a view to its planned next-generation
of submarines.

In the longer term, JDW sources said
that Kockums and FMV were keen for Sin-
gapore to buy into the A 26 submarine
programme, the design of which is based
on the failed pan-Nordic Viking submarine
collaboration. This would help sustain
Sweden’s submarine design and industrial
base in lieu of new orders from the RSwN.

Richard Scott 
JDW Naval Editor, London

Singapore mulls Swedish submarine purchase

RELATED ARTICLES:
Out of little acorns grow: Singapore's
navy in transition (jni.janes.com,
01/05/05)
Södermanland (A 17) Class (SSK)
(jfs.janes.com)
Västergötland (A 17) Class (SSK)
(jfs.janes.com)

● The latest intelligence on China’s Z-10 combat
helicopter suggests that three development
prototypes have been delivered

● The five-bladed rotor system supports
speculation that China has adopted a
Eurocopter-assisted rotor system with an
Agusta-inspired gearbox and transmission

The latest image of what
may be the No 3 Z-10
prototype shows clear
details of the helicopter for
the very first time
via R Hewson; 1116688
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The UK is finalising plans with
Australia, Canada and the Netherlands
to establish a 4,000-strong
multinational combat brigade in
southern Afghanistan during next year
despite objections from France,
Germany and Spain to the expansion of
the NATO mission in the central Asian
country.

Command of the brigade will rotate
among the participants during the pro-
posed two-year-long operation against
Taliban rebels and drug-production cen-
tres, according to UK military sources.

It is expected that the Dutch or Canadi-
ans will lead either the second or third
six-month-long rotation period for the
brigade. The UK will lead at least two of
the rotations, with the headquarters of
16 Air Assault Brigade commanding the
first phase of the operation to establish
forward-operating bases in Helmand
province, which is a major centre of
heroin production and has experienced
regular attacks on government and US
troops by Taliban rebels.

The UK is keen to gain allied support for
the new mission because continuing
instability in Iraq has prevented it from
releasing resources to support the new
Afghan operation. Dutch Apache heli-
copter crew and other allied forces have
also great experience of Afghan opera-
tions from which the UK wants to benefit.

There is still considerable uncertainty
over the command arrangements for the
expanded campaign, after Berlin, Madrid
and Paris last month vetoed proposals by
the UK and US to merge NATO-led Inter-
national Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
with the US-led Operation ‘Enduring Free-
dom’ anti-terrorist mission to support the
move into southern Afghanistan.

Despite these problems the UK Secre-
tary of State for Defence John Reid
publicly restated on 3 October his deter-
mination to push ahead with the new
deployment.

“We are absolutely committed to
denying the whole of Afghanistan to the
terrorists and committed to making sure
that the soldiers who go in to do that will
have the full-force protection,” he said
during a visit to Kandahar in southern
Afghanistan.

Tim Ripley JDW Correspondent,
London

UK pushes to form
multinational
combat brigade

Go to jdw.janes.com for more
of this article

Giat Industries of France has
unveiledanenhanced version of its
Leclerc main battle tank (MBT) to
meet the requirements of theTurk-
ish Land Forces Command
(TLFC).

Marc Chassillan, of Giat Indus-
tries, told JDW that this is a “fourth-
generation MBT”, which would be
produced inTurkey witha localcom-
pany being the prime contractor. If
the green light is given within one
year, he said, the new Leclerc will be
in production in Turkey by 2012.

Under current contracts the
French Army has ordered a total of
406 LeclercMBTs with finaldeliver-
ies due in late 2006. 

The United Arab Emirates (UAE)
has already taken delivery of 388
Leclerc MBTs, which are configured
to meet specific UAE operational
requirements, including installation
of an MTU 1,500 hp power pack.

The TLFC Leclerc would have a
number of improvements in armour,
survivability and firepower. It will be
capable of all types of operations and
be integrated into digital network
systems.

In addition to enhanced protection
over the frontal arc, a new passive
armour skirt has been developed that
extends almost to the rear of the vehi-
cle, below which is a skirt that helps
to reduce dust as well as improving

thermal signature of the vehicle. 
The rear of the Leclerc is fitted

with bar-type side and rear armour
protection, providing enhanced pro-
tection against rocket-propelled
grenades and similar weapons.

The vehicle will also be fitted with
the Galix grenade launching system
as well as a hard and soft-kill system
to neutralise a variety of battlefield
threats.

The enhanced Leclerc will retain
the 120 mm smoothbore gun and in
addition to firing the current types of
ammunition, with a semi-com-
bustible cartridge case, it will also
fire a new high-explosive (HE F1)
round of which 10,000 rounds have
been ordered by the FrenchArmy.

A 12.7 mm machine gun is
mounted coaxial with the 120 mm
main armament, with three addi-
tional 7.62 mm machine guns
mounted on the turret roof. The mid-

dle one is remote-controlled with the
other two being operated by a com-
mander or gunner as required.

The fire-control system will be
enhanced and an automatic target
tracker included. The 120 mm gun
willbecapable of firing thePolynege
round under development. This
medium-range projectile is fitted
with a 3D explosively formed pro-
jectile warhead and enables targets to
be engaged beyond the line-of-sight
or designated by other platforms. 

The current production Leclerc
MBT weighs about 56.6 tonnes and
Giat Industries said that every effort
is being made to keep the weight of
the enhanced model to below 
60 tonnes. For the time being the
1,500 hp diesel powerpack is being
retained, although the hydropneu-
matic suspension will be upgraded.

Standard equipment would
include a nuclear, chemical and bio-
logical warfare protection system,
air-conditioning and a hybrid iner-
tial/GPS navigation system.

The TLFC has already tested the
Leclerc MBT alongside the General
Dynamics Land Systems M1A2
(US), Krauss-Maffei Wegmann
Leopard 2A6EX (Germany) and the
Ukrspetexport T-84 (Ukraine). To
date none have been ordered. 

Late in 2004 the Turkish Defence
Industries Undersecretariat signed
feasibility agreements with three
local companies, BMC, Otokar and
FNSS for the design, development
and production of a new MBT in
Turkey, with the requirement that it
would be in production by 2012.
There have also been reports of pos-
sible MBT collaboration with South
Korea and Pakistan.

While Turkey could design and
develop a MBT using its own facili-
ties, the cost effectiveness of such an
option is debatable. The purchase of
a proven design such as the Leclerc,
or one of the other contenders, would
beacheaper and less risky optionand
would allow Turkey to incorporate
many of its own subsystems. ■

CHRISTOPHER F FOSS JDW Land Forces Editor
London

● The enhanced Leclerc offered to
the Turkish Land Forces
Command is a fourth-generation
MBT, which would be produced in
Turkey with a local company as
prime contractor

● It will have a feature-enhanced
armour package, enhanced
firepower and fire-control system,
and will be capable of integrating
with digital network systems

Scale model of the enhanced Giat Industries Leclerc main battle tank being offered
to meet the requirements of the Turkish Land Forces Command Christopher F Foss; 1116686

RELATED ARTICLE:
Giat Industries Leclerc MBT
(jaa.janes.com)

Giat offers enhanced
Leclerc to Turkey
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A fledgling plan by the US government to
increase its stability and reconstruction oper-
ations capability around the world is
floundering and in danger of being grounded
if pending congressional budget cuts are
implemented. 

The plan was devised in the wake of the inva-
sion of Iraq by US and coalition forces, which
revealed a shortfall in the ability to conduct such
operations and is of concern to the Department of
Defense (DoD). The armed services – with their
larger resource and personnel base – are often
called on to conduct the missions in the absence
of other options, or otherwise suffer mission
creep to provide such responses. 

Now, said Carlos Pascual, US Department of
State Co-ordinator for Reconstruction and Stabi-
lization, whose office has been tasked with
leading the US government’s response to such
operations, the Bush administration is trying to
create a corps of civilians to do the job. “Creating
this capacity is no longer an issue of inter-agency
debate,” Pascual said, noting that it has now
become a fully supported plan inside the execu-
tive branch. However, the USD124 million in
cash and USD200 million in authority to retrans-
fer funds the DoD has offered to provide for

conducting operations, have still to be approved
by Congress for FiscalYear 2006 and look to be in
danger of deep cuts that could unravel the plans.

The plans call for the development of
advanced civilian teams that could deploy with
military troops for humanitarian responses and
stabilisation operations. Such a civilian force
would allow the armed forces to focus on security
rather than, as has been the case in Iraq and else-
where, having to also perform a wide range of
civilian governance tasks.

Specifically, Pascual said, they are trying to
create an active response corps of about 100
civilians drawn from inside the federal govern-
ment. Much like military units, these civilians
would train together, be ready for rapid deploy-
ment and be supported by a reserve corps of
about 250 personnel. Additionally, he said, a
“civilian technical reserve” drawn from non-fed-

eral government personnel such as state and local
police would be created to provide technical
skills and also be available for quick-reaction
deployment. 

One important change, Pascual said, is that his
office is now working directly with military
regional combatant commanders to include gov-
ernment-wide stability operations needs and
responses in war plans. 

The conduct of stability operations in the
future is expected to become increasingly impor-
tant and how best to do so is a subject of “intense
debate” inside the continuing Quadrennial
Defense Review said Major General Keith Day-
ton, the US Army’s Director of Strategy, Plans
and Policy. The problem, said another defense
official, is that while “everyone agrees in princi-
ple that this needs to be done, the implementing
details are very difficult”. How the military pos-
tures to conduct such operations will be vitally
important over at least the next five to 10 years,
added Michelle Flournoy a frequent DoD adviser
at the Center for Strategic and International Stud-
ies, because even if the civilian response abilities
were created it would take them at least a decade
to become fully effective.

The army is already trying to prepare itself for
such operations, Gen Dayton said, particularly
through the formation of modular brigades, but it
is strongly resisting calls to form specialised
units specifically for stability operations. The
army has also ‘rebalanced’ the mixture of force
types inside the service, for example reducing the
number of artillery personnel and creating addi-
tional military police. ■

Additional reporting by Joshua Kucera
JDW Staff Reporter, Washington, DC
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US stability operations 
plan faces cash crisis
ANDREW KOCH JDW Bureau Chief
Washington, DC

● The Bush administration wants to create a
corps of civilians from across the government
to alleviate the burden on US forces for
stability and reconstruction operations 

● The US Army is resisting calls to form
specialised units specifically for stability
operations 

India has finally signed a USD3.5
billion deal with France to locally build
six Scorpene diesel-electric patrol
submarines following more than four
years of complex negotiations.

“We must concentrate on cutting down
on production schedules through out-
sourcing to private companies in order to
make up time lost in negotiation,” said
Indian Navy (IN) Chief of Staff Admiral
Arun Prakash at the Scorpene contract
signing ceremony in New Delhi on 6
October. Time frames to build the sub-
marines have to be compressed, he
added.

The Scorpene deal is the largest to be
signed by India’s 16-month-old Con-
gress-led coalition. It was also the first
where France had to sign the newly intro-

duced ‘integrity clause’, which is now
mandatory for all Indian military contracts
to obviate allegations of corruption and to
ensure ‘un-prejudiced’ dealings. Some 38
military contracts awarded over the past
five years are subject to inquiries by the
Indian Central Bureau of Investigation.

As part of Project 75, the country’s 
30-year submarine building programme,
India will build the Scorpenes at the state-
owned Mazagon Dockyard Limited’s
(MDL’s) facility in Bombay under a trans-
fer of technology from Armaris – a joint
venture of DCN, Thales and Spain’s
Navantia (formerly IZAR) – with the first
boat due to be inducted in late 2012.

The remaining five will be delivered at
the rate of one per year until 2017, signifi-
cantly bolstering the IN’s flagging

submarine contingent that will have
depleted to around eight to 10 by 2010.

Project 75 envisages a total of 24
diesel-electric submarines by 2015,
almost all built indigenously.

IN sources said the Scorpene contract
includes the possibility of the boats being
equipped with air-independent propul-
sion (AIP) systems, to extend underwater
‘loitering’‘ time, but only after the third
submarine is built. A separate contract,
however, would need to be negotiated for
the AIP system.

Under a separate agreement signed

with MBDA on 6 October, the IN Scor-
pene’s will be equipped with the Exocet
SM39 anti-ship missile.

MBDA has also supplied the missiles to
neighbouring nuclear rival Pakistan, a
factor that featured prominently in the
protracted negotiations. The number 
of SM39s to be acquired was not 
disclosed.

Rahul Bedi JDW Correspondent,
New Delhi

India concludes deals 
for Scorpenes, Exocets

Go to jdw.janes.com for more of this article

RELATED ARTICLE:
India to confirm Scorpene deal
(jdw.janes.com, 09/09/05)

India will build six Scorpene diesel-electric patrol submarines at its Mazagon
Dockyard facility in Bombay DCN; 0017689
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T
o help alleviate the stress
on its special operations
forces (SOF), which are
being heavily used
around the globe, the US

Army is considering taking on
several of their traditional mis-
sions, senior service officials said. 

According to Major General
Keith Dayton, the army’s Director of
Strategy, Plans and Policy, the ser-
vice is looking at how it can train
foreign armed forces abroad – a mis-
sion known as foreign internal
defence – as well as other tasks tradi-
tionally performed by army special
forces.

With the role of SOF being reori-
ented primarily toward finding and
killing insurgents, the conventional
army is preparing to take over tasks
such as working with foreign nations
in building their own forces. “I think
SOF are heading toward killing peo-
ple as opposed to building things,”
Gen Dayton noted, referring to the
important relationship army SOF
have traditionally had with foreign
governments as part of assistance
missions. 

Now, with a new National Mili-
tary Strategic Plan for the ‘war on
terrorism’ and a forthcoming
National Security Presidential
Directive currently being completed
that will task SOF with conducting
military operations against terrorists
around the globe, those assistance
missions may need to be performed
by other parts of the military. 

However, it is still unclear
whether SOF will drop the foreign
internal defence mission entirely or
if this will share the role with the
army and marine corps. Those
options “are on the table as part of
the Quadrennial Defense Review,”
Gen Dayton said, but no decisions
have yet been made. He added that
SOF are also looking to divest them-

selves of some non-core missions
such as personal security details and
limited air traffic control, which they
are sometimes asked to perform.

Lieutenant General David
Melcher, the army’s Deputy Chief of
Staff for Programs, said that the ser-
vice already possesses the skills for
such missions. He noted that they are
already training the national armies
of Iraq and Afghanistan. Moreover,
headded, the servicedoes not believe
it will require specialised units for the
task, although individuals involved
may receive additional cultural
awareness and linguistics training.

However, several veterans of such

missions have said that even if the
conventional army is able to perform
foreign internal defence missions, it
is probably unwise to have it per-
form this function over the long
term. 

They noted that SOF cultural and
linguistic expertise for a given
region, in addition to bonds formed
by repeated engagement with the
same personnel, have allowed
those missions to be more than sim-
ply training for allies. Rather, they
said, SOF are able to work on con-
flict provision and providing
long-term stability in disparate
regions of the globe that are not
now in conflict but which could
become so.

The rotation of regular troops to
perform those missions, they said,
will not provide that kind of long-
term bond-building if the same
personnel and units are not used. ■

The Association of the United States
Army 2005 Annual Meeting and

Exposition was held 3-5 October in
Washington DC. The show's theme

was ‘Call to Duty – 230 Years of
Service to Our Nation’
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US Army to help out on
special forces missions 
ANDREW KOCH JDW Bureau Chief
Washington, DC

The troubled communications system that is intended to
connect the next generation of US Army land vehicles and
helicopters may be too heavy to fit on aircraft, the
manufacturer has said.

The Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) Cluster 1 radio
was intended to link army vehicles up to the military’s net-
work communications. However the programme has
suffered several technical setbacks, making army officials
concerned that the contractor, Boeing, would not be capable
of fulfilling its contract.

The radios are supposed to weigh about 52 kg but Boeing
has had trouble reducing the weight below 66 kg. Given that
the extra weight is less of a problem for land vehicles than
for helicopters, and that there are likely to be 100,000 Clus-
ter 1 radios for land vehicles produced as opposed to just
2,500 for aircraft, the aviation requirement for Cluster 1 may
be scrapped, said Ralph Moslener, Boeing’s programme
manager.

Moslener said that while it is possible to get the radios
down to the desired weight, it would require significant

changes in the design that is relatively well advanced.
“We could [have a common solution for both] but we’re

so far along in the design,” he said. “You’ve got 100,000
for the land vehicles and maybe 2,500 for the aviation. Are
you going to change the whole thing for those? The gov-
ernment has to answer that question.”

One possibility, should the government decide on that
option, would be to use another version of JTRS, such as
the Airborne, Maritime and Fixed Station (AMF) radio,
which will be installed on US Air Force aircraft as well as
US Navy aircraft and ships. A team led by Lockheed Mar-
tin is producing that variant.

“We are still in an area of limbo as to whether or not we
will proceed with that variant of the radio or if the [joint pro-
gramme executive office] would look to an AMF form factor,
some of which are smaller than the Cluster 1 form factor. We
have a way to get to the weight but there would be technol-
ogy changes,” he said.

The Cluster 1 radio is especially important in the devel-
opment of the army’s Future Combat Systems (FCS),

which will rely on access to information to make up for a
comparative lack of size and armour.

The programme has been struggling in 2005, as the
army issued a partial stop work order in January and
then required Boeing to explain how it was going to turn
the programme around. While Boeing has issued its
formal response to the army’s request, company officials
would not release details of their plan.

However, army and Boeing officials have said that JTRS
has been restructured to focus more on networking vehi-
cles and less on replacing soldier radios, which was how
the programme was originally conceived.

Nevertheless, Boeing has produced 40 models of what
it calls “pre-EDM [engineering development model]”
Cluster 1 radios that are being tested, and plans to deliver
40 more at the beginning of 2006 for use in FCS exercises.

Joshua Kucera,
JDW Staff Reporter, Washington DC

Weight issues bear down on JTRS

RELATED ARTICLES:
JTRS to participate in FCS exercises (jdw.janes.com
19/08/05)
US Army warns Boeing on JTRS (jdw.janes.com, 29/04/05)

● The transfer of mission
responsibility from SOF to the
conventional army is likely to
include the training of foreign
armed forces

● The move is part of a larger shift
intended to focus SOF on
prosecuting the US ‘war on terror’

RELATED ARTICLES:
US shifts strategy in new effort to counter
terrorism (jdw.janes.com, 10/08/05)
US begins quadrennial defence framework
(jdw.janes.com, 18/03/05)

US special forces patrol the streets of
Kandahar, Afghanistan. The US Army
may be called on to undertake some of
their future missions Empics; 0530222
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The competition to provide the US
Army’s new Light Utility Heli-
copter (LUH) has gained two new
entrants, offered by teams led by
EADS andAgustaWestland.

EADS NorthAmerica announced
that Sikorsky Aircraft, along with
CAE and WestWind Technologies
have joined its team, which is bid-
ding the twin-engine UH-145 for the
programme.

AgustaWestland, meanwhile,
announced it is offering a version of
the AB139, to be called the US139.
L-3 Communications Integrated
Systems (L-3/IS) will provide final
assembly and customisation of gov-
ernment-supplied avionics at its
Waco, Texas plant, as well as con-
tractor logistics support. 

The two teams that have already

formally announced their bids are
Lockheed Martin/MD Helicopters
proposing the MD Explorer, and
Bell putting forward its 210. Formal
proposals from contractors are due
on 12 October and a final award is
expected on 30April 2006.

The army is planning to buy 322
off-the-shelf aircraft for the LUH
programme and the total procure-
ment value of the contract is
expected to be over USD1 billion.

Sikorsky Aircraft, which is not
offering its own platform in the LUH
competition, will provide contractor
logistics support for the UH145,
which is a derivative of the EC145
commercial helicopter produced by
American Eurocopter, a business
unit of EADS. Ralph Crosby, presi-
dent and chief executive officer
(CEO) of EADS North America,
said that adding Sikorsky gives the
EADS-led team “the undisputed
lead in contractor logistics support
for military rotary-wing aircraft”.

CAE of Tampa, Florida, will sup-
ply the aircraft’s simulation and
training systems. The company
already builds the combat mission
simulators for the army’s MH-47
Chinook and MH-60 Black Hawk
helicopters.

WestWind Technologies will per-
form mission equipment integration
and provide engineering support. It
operates the army’s logistics support
facility at Redstone Arsenal in
Huntsville,Alabama.

TheAB139 was jointly developed
by AgustaWestland and Bell and is
25 per cent owned by Bell. Despite
the fact that the US139 will compete
against a Bell helicopter “there is 
no break-up” of theAgusta Bell joint
venture, said Stephen Moss, CEO of
AgustaWestland NorthAmerica. 

Pratt & Whitney Canada will pro-
vide the PT6C-67C engine for the
US139 and Honeywell will con-
tribute the Primus Epic integrated
avionics system. ■

Two new entrants join LUH race
JOSHUA KUCERAandMICHAEL SIRAK JDW Staff Reporters
Washington, DC

RELATED ARTICLES:
Bell/Agusta AB139 (jawa.janes.com)
Eurocopter EC 145 (jawa.janes.com)

● Sikorsky Aircraft is bidding its
twin engine UH-145, while
AgustaWestland is offering the
US139, a version of its AB139

● The army is planning to buy 322
off-the-shelf aircraft for the Light
Utility Helicopter programme
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B
ell Helicopterand Boeing
are each making aggres-
sive pitches to enter the
US Army’s unmanned
helicopter market and

supplant Northrop Grumman’s
MQ-8B Fire Scout platform.

The Fire Scout vertical take-off
and landing (VTOL) aircraft is the
army’s current programme of
record to fill the requirement for an
unmanned brigade-level reconnais-
sance platform for the Future
Combat Systems (FCS). The ser-
vice designates this as the FCS class
IV unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

While there has been no public
indication that the Fire Scout pro-
gramme is not progressing well or
that the army intends to change its
acquisition strategy, both Bell and
Boeing officials said at AUSA 2005

that they see opportunities to con-
vince the army of the merits of their
respective offerings.

Bell disclosed that it is exploring
an unmanned version of the Model
407 Armed Reconnaissance Heli-
copter (ARH) that it is building for
the army. Company officials told
JDW that they are in the early stages
of defining a strategic plan for the
unmanned version.

The variant is appealing, one Bell
official said, because it will leverage
the same platform as the ARH and

could be available sooner than the
class IV platform’s projected in-
service date of 2014.

Boeing, for its part, continues to
refine its Unmanned Little Bird plat-
form, a derivative of the MD 530F
helicopter, under an army contract.
In August the Little Bird success-
fully launched 2.75 in (70 mm)
rockets during tests, saidWaldo Car-
mona, Boeing’s Director of Army
Advanced Rotorcraft Systems.

A follow-on phase with the army
is planned during which the com-
pany intends to fire Northrop
Grumman’s Viper Strike precision-
guided glide munition from the
helicopter and integrate the
GAU-19 .50-cal Gatling gun on it.

“When you say you can carry
1,000 lb [454 kg] and have 10 to 12
hours of endurance, that is a signifi-
cant capability,” Carmona said of
the Little Bird on 3 October. “We
believe that there is a market for a

VTOL UAV and we are trying to
demonstrate the capability today.”

Northrop Grumman officials
acknowledged that they sense the
pressure from the other companies
but remain confident in the Fire
Scout based on the capabilities it has
demonstrated to date. Company
officials said they successfully fired
2.75 in rockets from the platform in
July and have demonstrated its abil-
ity to deliver hundreds of pounds of
cargo carried in external bins
autonomously to remote areas out of
the line of sight of the aircraft’s
ground control station.

As a way to counter the marketing
strategies of the other companies,
Northrop Grumman has offered the
army the option of fielding the Fire
Scout in limited numbers as soon as
FiscalYear 2007 so that it could have
the capability at hand even before
the system is integrated with FCS.■

Bell, Boeing aim for Fire Scout
MICHAEL SIRAK JDWStaffReporter
Washington, DC ● Bell and Boeing are vying to gain

inroads in the US Army’s market
for unmanned vertical take-off
and landing aircraft

● Bell has disclosed an unmanned
version of its Armed
Reconnaissance Helicopter

● Boeing continues to refine its
Unmanned Little Bird concept

Go to jdw.janes.com for more of this article
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B
oeing and Lockheed
Martin have joined
forces to bid for the
rights to build the USAir
Force’s Small Diameter

Bomb Increment II system
(SDB II).

The next-generation miniature
munition is envisaged to give the air
force the unprecedented ability to
attack moving vehicles on land and
ships at sea from standoff distances
in all weather conditions. 

The service expects to field the
system by around 2014. The US
Navy is also expected to procure the
SDB II.

Under the teaming arrangement
announced on 5 October, Boeing
will lead the consortium and pro-
vide the basic bomb — which will
utilise its current SDB I design —
along with a two-way datalink for
the munition, said Mark McGraw,
Boeing’s vice president for
weapons.

Lockheed Martin will supply the
bomb’s multimode seeker, leverag-
ing technologies it developed for the
tri-mode seeker of the US Army’s
Joint Common Missile (JCM), said
Randy Bigum, vice president of
Strike Weapons. Already extensive
captive-carriage flight testing of the
JCM seeker has occurred, accord-
ing to the company.

McGraw said Lockheed Martin
will also be “highly involved in the
other aspects of the programme”.
The companies said they are still
working out the details of the
arrangement.

The datalink will allow the SDB
II to receive updates on the target’s
position from offboard sensors as
its homes in on it. A multimode
seeker that combines semi-active
laser guidance with millimetre-
wave radar or imaging infra-red

guidance modes — perhaps both —
will overcome the constraints that
inclement weather may impose
upon one type of guidance.

Designing the integrated seeker
package and incorporating it onto
the GPS-guidance-aided bomb is
regarded as the most challenging
aspect of the programme.

“Even though every one of the
modes that will be used have flown
before, it is the integration and then
the operation of that multimode
seeker that is the risk area,” Rich
Roellig, Raytheon’s SDB II pro-
gramme director, told JDW on 29
September.

Raytheon intends to head its own
team in the competition but has yet
to disclose its partners.

Roellig said the company is well
positioned to compete based on its
own internally funded seeker work
and the developmental activities it
has under way on dual- and tri-mode
seekers for the army, such as the unit
is it designing for the Non Line of
Sight — Launch System Precision
Attack Missile.

“We consider ourselves the pre-
eminent seeker house in the world,”
he said. 

The competing teams said they
expect to receive the final request for
proposals by the end of October.
Their SDB II bids are due in mid-
December.

The air force expects to award
contracts to up to two teams around
April 2006 for up to 42 months of
risk-reduction work, during which
each team will mature the critical

components of its design.
According to the current plan, the

air force will then choose the win-
ning design and begin a three-year
system development and demon-
stration phase, paving the way for
the bomb to enter production early
next decade.

Roellig said Raytheon does not
view the Boeing team as having an
inherent advantage in the SDB II
competition because of the latter’s
work on SDB I.

“I think the idea of having a com-
petitive atmosphere on this for at
least three and a half years makes the
race very interesting with no desig-
nated inherent favourite,” he said. 

Both the Boeing-Lockheed
Martin team and Raytheon said they
have not yet settled on a tri-mode
seeker, although it appears to be the
likely option. 

“Right now we are leaning toward
the tri-mode,” said Roellig.

Boeing was selected over Lock-
heed Martin in the original SDB
competition. Theair forcedecided in
late 2004 to recompete SDB II
because of the illegal activities
involving Darleen Druyun, a former
senior air force procurement official,
and Boeing.

Raytheon was a contender in the
original SDB competition but was
excluded before the final round. 

Boeing is working with the air
force to field the SDB I before the
end of 2006. The 285 lb (129.3 kg)
SDB I is designed to attack non-
moving vehicles and fixed
structures and facilities. Develop-
mental testing has concluded and it
is now moving into the operational
testing phase.

Under the air force’s original plan,
the SDB II programme was
expected to be worth about USD1.7
billion of the SDB programme’s
overall projected value of USD2.7
billion.

No matter who wins the competi-
tion, the SDB II will be designed to
fit on Boeing’s BRU-61Abomb car-
riage that was designed for SDB I.
As with the SDB I, the F-15E Strike
Eagle multirole fighter aircraft will
be the first platform to carry the
SDB II. ■

US aerospace
giants team for
small bomb bid
MICHAEL SIRAK JDW Staff Reporter
Washington, DC

RELATED ARTICLES:
Small Diameter Bomb II competition
begins (jdw.janes.com, 15/09/05)
USAF reopens small bomb programme to
competition (jdw.janes.com, 25/02/05)
GBU-39 Small Diameter Bomb (SDB)
(jalw.janes.com)

● Boeing will lead the team, while
Lockheed Martin supplies a multi-
mode seeker

● Raytheon says it will lead a rival
team in the competition

The US Coast Guard’s ambitious
modernisation programme, Integrated
Deepwater Systems, has narrowly
avoided deep budget cuts that service
officials said could have spelled an end
to the project.

A House-Senate conference committee
to resolve differences in the USD30.8 bil-
lion Homeland Security Appropriations bill,
held in late September, allocated Deepwa-
ter USD933.1 million for Fiscal Year 2006
(FY06) – just USD33 million below what
was requested.

Appropriators in both chambers had
planned deeper cuts, with the House
Appropriations Committee (HAC) cutting
the budget almost in half to USD500 mil-
lion. By late July, sources with inside
knowledge of the appropriations process
said it was likely that Deepwater would take
a serious budget hit in FY06 –  receiving
between USD700 million to USD750 mil-
lion. If that level had become the baseline
for future budget allocations, senior Coast
Guard officials said, the 25-year USD24
billion-modernisation programme could
not have survived as envisaged.

At the time, Representative Harold
Rogers, chairman of the HAC Homeland
Security Subcommittee, hinted at the cuts,
saying: “I don’t think we can find the kind
of money this plan envisions.”

However, that changed after the Coast
Guard’s response in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina, which devastated the Gulf Coast.
The service won widespread praise for its
efforts during the crisis – in contrast to
other parts of the Department of Homeland
Security, which have attracted criticism for
reacting too slowly.

The new annual outlay of USD933 mil-
lion for Deepwater is “a good baseline” for
future funding, said Rogers.

Andrew Koch
JDW Bureau Chief, Washington, DC

Deepwater project
avoids budget cuts

The Deepwater programme, which
includes the fast response cutter, has
managed to avoid budget cuts that
threatened the programme’s survival
US Coast Guard; 1039895
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British Army planners are con-
sidering forming a specialist
intelligence, surveillance, target
acquisition and reconnaissance
(ISTAR) brigade to capitalise on
the emerging network-enabled
capabilities of its new Bowman
communications system. 

The new brigade could group
together ground-based armoured
reconnaissance units from the
British Army’s Royal Armoured
Corps, electronic intelligence
(ELINT) units of the Royal Corps of
Signals, unmanned aerial vehicles
and forward observation teams of
the Royal Artillery, under a single
operational command.

The Royal Marines created a sim-
ilar unit – the Command Support
Group – in 2000 and this is now per-
manently attached to 3 Commando
Brigade. It contains 450 personnel
assigned to deep penetration patrol,
air defence and ELINT troops, as
well as command, planning and
communication specialists.

The British Army has already
begun experiments on exploiting
the potential of its new Bowman
communications system to enhance
its ISTAR tactics and procedures.
Trials of new ISTAR management
processes are taking place in Octo-
ber at British Army’s Command &
Staff Trainer (North), as part of an
investigation being run by the joint
industry-Ministry of Defence
(MoD) ISTAR testbed. 

A further experiment is to be run
next year involving 19 Light
Brigade and industry sources sug-
gest this could lead to a so-called
‘quick win’ to assist in the develop-
ment of the ISTAR Battlefield
Information System Application
(BISA) or software application for
use on the Bowman system to
rapidly distribute intelligence data
and imagery.

One source said these experi-
ments offered the scope for “real
innovation” and would involve
examination of a number of differ-
ent ISTAR structures.

A senior MoD official com-
mented: “The army recognises the
need for change but we can’t dic-
tate to them. If the results of the
experiments bring benefits, then
the army would be foolish not to
reorganise to meet the needs of the
future ISTAR revolution. We hope
the results of the trials will offer
strong hints that spur them into
something revolutionary.”

Speaking at the recent Royal
United Services Institute ISTAR
conference, UK Royal Air Force
Air Commodore Stu Butler, who
took over as director equipment
capability (ISTAR) inApril, said the
exploitation of the capabilities of
existing assets was emerging as the
top near-term priority. He told the
conference that the exploitation and
distribution of product from the
UK’s sensors was not yet at optimum
levels and “we need to get better out
of what we have available”.

His team is currently formulating
a strategy to allow the UK to field
“agile and persistent ISTAR capabil-
ities” by the end of the next decade. 

Air Cdre Butler described the
new joint ISTAR strategy as “joint
ISTAR concept of operations” that
would inform the future ISTAR
equipment plan. “It would be more
of an end-to-end approach,” he said.
“At the moment we are not good at
processes.” He said it was the inten-
tion that the full delivery of the new
plan would be completed by April
2006 and it would take the form of a
management directive to his team,
with time scales.

Senior ministry sources sug-
gested that Air Cdre Butler would
not have much room for manoeuvre
in his budget to plan to procure new
capabilities over the next decade.

“There is no new money for
defence,” said a senior official. ■

TIM RIPLEY JDWCorrespondent
London ● Trials of new ISTAR management

processes are under way
● A strategy is being formulated to

allow the UK to field an agile and
persistent ISTAR capability 

Go to jdw.janes.com for more of this article

British Army looks
at ISTAR brigade
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A last-minute hitch prevented France
and Italy from formally launching on
4 October a joint project to build 27
multirole frigates under a EUR11
billion (USD13.2 billion) naval
programme: set to be the largest ever
undertaken in Western Europe.

The frigate deal was to have been the
highlight of a summit meeting between
French President Jacques Chirac and
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi
in Paris but the latter suddenly
announced the signing ceremony had
been cancelled because of a “technical
snag” on the Italian side.

Italian sources indicated the ‘hitch’
stemmed from a government change in
Rome. They said Italy’s newly
appointed finance minister Giulio
Tremonti had not yet had time to
endorse the financial package put
together for the frigates by his prede-
cessor, Domenico Siniscalco.

The cancellation came after the
French president’s office had
announced the signature and officials
were preparing to stage a press confer-
ence to outline the frigate programme,
which will involve the procurement of
17 new vessels by France and 10 by
Italy. First deliveries are set for 2010.

France will initially order eight of the
5,000-ton vessels and Italy six.

French officials said the incident
would not affect the programme itself
and that Paris and Rome would proba-
bly sign the deal at a European Union
defence ministers’ meeting scheduled
for 13 October.

France’s order for the first batch of
eight frigates will be worth EUR3.5 bil-
lion to Armaris, a joint venture between
French warship builder DCN and
Thales. The Italian side of the project is
being conducted by Orrizonte, a joint
venture between Fincantieri and Fin-
meccanica.

Italy’s parliament recently approved a
EUR400 million allocation for the devel-
opment of the frigates and construction
of a first hull. In all, France is to spend
EUR6.5 billion on the multirole vessels
while Italy’s outlay will work out to
EUR4.5 billion.

Peter Lewis
JDW Correspondent, Paris

‘Hitch’ stalls
signing of
French-Italian
frigate project

RELATED ARTICLES:
Puma IFV takes shape (jdw.janes.com, 01/09/04)
Puma IFV (jaa.janes.com)

The first Puma infantry fighting vehicle (IFV)
demonstrator for the German Army is in forward
development at the Kassel facilities of Krauss-Maffei
Wegmann (KWM) and Rheinmetall Landsysteme
(RLS), and will role out on schedule late in December,
according to Projekt System & Management (PSM)
GmbH.

PSM, jointly owned on a 50/50 basis by KMW and
RLS, is responsible for planning, management and
co-ordination of the project, including concept, develop-
ment, test and qualification, production, sales, and
marketing, on behalf of the Federal Office of Defence
TechnologyandProcurement (Bundesamt für Wehrtech-
nik und Beschaffung – BWB).

Within the demonstrator programme, KMW is
responsible for the remote-controlled turret, including
stations for the commander and gunner, ballistic and
mine protection and the decoupled running gear. RLS is
responsible for the chassis, Mauser 30 mm MK 30-2 
cannon and its ammunition feed system, along with final
integration.

The first demonstrator will begin company trials at the
end of 2005 that should run through to May 2006 when
the vehicle will be presented to the GermanArmy.

Thedemonstrator willbe followedby themanufacture
of five pre-production Puma IFVs, which are funded at
EUR350 million (USD417 million). These will be deliv-
ered from late 2006 through to May 2007. If the
programme remains on target, the option for full-scale
production will be exercised late in 2007 and will cover
the supply of 405 vehicles for delivery from 2009.

At the basic protection level ‘A’, which covers full
mine protection and front-side protection against
medium-calibre weapons and shaped charges, Puma will
have a combat weight of 31.5 tonnes. This allows it to be
transported in an A400M aircraft. For increased surviv-
ability Puma can be fitted with an enhanced protection
package against top-attack bomblets as well as side pro-
tection against medium-calibre weapons and shaped
charges, which increases its weight to 41 tonnes. 

Puma will have a crew of three – comprising comman-
der, gunner and driver – plus seated transport capacity for
six infantry personnel.

Puma’s armament will include a stabilised Mauser 30
mm MK 30-2 cannon – which can fire armour-piercing
fin stabilised discarding-sabot rounds and an advanced
air bursting munition – and 5.56 mm MG4 5.56 mm co-

axial machine gun in a remote-controlled turret. Puma
will be fitted with an advanced day/night fire control sys-
tem, although targets can also be detected and marked
through the infantry passenger periscopes, which are
then aligned to the commander’s panoramic sight. A
bank of 76 mm grenade launchers is mounted on the rear
of the turret.

As a result of recent GermanArmy operational experi-
ence, the design of Puma is constantly being reviewed
and recently two further enhancements have been intro-
duced. A six-round grenade launcher – with an effective
range beyond 25 m – and associated sighting system will
be mounted on the right rear of the chassis. 

Also, the rear power-operated ramp cannow be usedin
a partially open positionfor two troops to observe the rear
of the vehicle ina standing position. These two additional
features are seen as valuable additions for operations
other than war.

Many of the key Puma aspects have already been suc-
cessfully demonstrated using test rigs, including an
extensive series of trials on the armour package.

As Puma will remain in service for at least 30 years it
has stretch potentialbuilt into thedesign. For the IFVver-
sion future improvements already under development
cover the areas of battlefield identification friend-or-foe;
command-and-control, communication and informa-
tion; and the GermanArmy future soldier system. Active
protection systems such as the multifunctional self-pro-
tection system will also be installed.

The chassis could well form the basis for a complete
family of support vehicles, including a recovery vehicle,
120 mm mortar system and air defence variant. In the
future it could be a potential replacement for the in-ser-
vice Leopard 2 main battle tank.

The German Army is scheduled to take delivery of a
total of410PumaIFVs, which willeventually replace the
in-service RLS Marder 1 IFV, which was first fielded as
far back as 1971. ■

German Puma IFV nears roll-out
CHRISTOPHER F FOSS JDW Land Forces Editor
London

● The first Puma infantry fighting vehicle (IFV)
demonstrator will role out in late December, with trials
running through to May 2006 

● The army has a requirement for 410 Puma IFVs, which
will replace its Marder 1 IFVs 

● Puma is expected to form the basis for a new family of
vehicles

First photograph
released of the Puma
IFV after integration
of the turret into the
chassis. Many
components,
especially protection
parts are not yet
mounted (PSM; )
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I
ndonesia’s Department of
Defence (DoD) has taken an
initial step towards strength-
ening its military planning,
with a Strategic Defence

Review (SDR) now in limited local
circulation.

The SDR was launched in 2002 to
assess national defence strategy and
develop defence policy better suited
to the domestic and international
environment. A draft completed in
September 2004 continues to be
updated but the study has yet to be
made public.

The initiative is linked to the
defence reform process under way
since the New Order regime under
President Soeharto fell in 1998. This
has so far produced two new pieces
of legislation, Law 3/2002 on
national defence and Law 34/2004
on the armed forces (Tentara
Nasional Indonesia - TNI).

Among other reforms, Law
34/2004 requires the TNI to with-
draw from commercial business
activities within five years. Military-
run businesses are currently being
catalogued and the government is
gradually increasing the defence

budget to make up for the revenue
shortfall this change will produce.

Strengthening civilian control
over the armed forces is central to
defence reform. This started by
expanding parliamentary oversight
and the DoD’s control over the TNI.
The SDR illustrates efforts to
strengthen the role of the DoD in for-
mulating strategic policies on
defence and controlling the military
budget. However, there remain con-
stitutional issues that currently
prevent the subordination of the TNI
chief to the defence minister.

The SDR’s second major focus
relates to military capabilities. These
are hampered by insufficient person-
nel, obsolete equipment and the need
to update much of the regulatory
framework. Indonesia last sought to

comprehensively review its defence
capabilities in 1982. SDR recom-
mendations in this area, focused on
policy planning, include: establish-
ing a National Security Council, as
already mandated under the National
Defence Law; expanding the Direc-
torate General for Strategy and
Defence through the creation of two
new departments covering doctrine
and defence operations; and review-
ing defence doctrine to emphasise a
unified command system.

Together with any operational
benefit, the shift towards a unified
command structure would have sig-
nificant political implications, as it
would erode the army’s dominance. 

Aside from policy planning, the
SDR also addresses issues relating to
doctrine and training, defence acqui-
sitions, financial management,
human resources and the welfare of
military personnel. The recommen-
dations include a call for the DoD to
invest in better financial manage-
ment training for personnel. Greater
military transparency is also
stressed, particularly in the area of
acquisitions.

Further, the section on acquisi-
tions takes up the broader reform
movement’s call to combat corrup-
tion and nepotism. ■

Indonesian DoD outlines
initial defence reforms
RIEFQA MUNA JDWCorrespondent
Jakarta

Thailand and China are expanding their
bilateral military relations with two
breakthrough activities. One is already
in place and the second is awaiting
finalisation.

Beijing launched a three-month train-
ing programme in September involving
the clearance of anti-personnel land-
mines along the Thai-Cambodian border.
The agreement also involves China sup-
plying an unknown quantity of clearance
equipment.

It is the first time that Chinese People’s
Liberation Army explosive ordnance dis-
posal personnel have conducted a
training programme in Asia. This reflects
the growing bilateral relationship
between Beijing and Bangkok, but it may
also be linked to the presence on Thai
territory of Chinese-manufactured land-
mines supplied to Cambodia’s Khmer
Rouge.

The Chinese landmines were part of
a broader covert military support pack-
age that Beijing provided to the Khmer
Rouge following Vietnam’s late 1978
invasion of Cambodia. A shared concern
over the Vietnamese intervention marked
the real start of bilateral relations
between Thailand and China, which had
only established diplomatic links in
1975.

The second activity, which sources say
is nearing finalisation, involves a joint
naval exercise. Although both countries
have previously engaged in naval port
calls, this would be their first joint exer-
cise. Bangkok-based sources told JDW
that the proposed exercise was first
addressed during Thai Prime Minister
Thaksin Shinawatra’s June visit to China.
This was followed by working-level talks
in Bangkok, with additional details cov-
ered during the September visit to
Beijing by outgoing Royal Thai Navy
chief Admiral Sampop Amrapala.

The exercise could take place as 
soon as December, with at least two
Chinese naval vessels involved. “It will
probably be held in the Gulf of Thailand
but I’d be surprised if this was anything
more than a passing exercise, given
the limited previous contacts,” a source
said.

Robert Karniol
JDW Asia-Pacific Editor, Bangkok

Thailand, China
develop military
relationship

RELATED ARTICLE:
China expands its southern sphere of
influence (jir.janes.com 23/05/05)

● Indonesia’s Department of
Defence is preparing a draft
Strategic Defence Review

● The review aims to promote
military reforms across a broad
range of areas, including civilian
control over the armed forces and
acquisitions

India’s indigenously developed unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV), Nishant, has finally got off the ground some 15 years
after it was conceived, following the Cabinet Committee on
Security (CCS) approval of the Indian Army’s procurement of 12
units for INR15 million (USD348,837).

The UAV has been designed by the Aeronautical Development
Establishment and built by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, both in
Bangalore. The acquisition decision was finalised by the commit-
tee on 30 September to boost India’s flagging defence industry.

Four Nishants and one ground-support system will be pur-
chased in the first phase. The latter includes a rocket-assisted and
hydro-pneumatic launcher mounted on a heavy-duty Tatra truck
and power supply vehicles. The remaining eight UAVs with two

ground systems should follow in a second phase but no time-
frame has been specified.

The Nishant features a 6.4 m wing span and 300 kg payload,
with a five-hour endurance at an optimum altitude of 13,000 ft.
Powered by an Alvis AR-801 55 bhp engine the UAV completed its
100th test flight in June.

The payload includes daylight television, laser rangefinder, mini
panoramic camera, electronic intelligence, communications intel-
ligence and laser range-designators. Two thermal sensors
recently imported from Israel for USD196,428 are mounted on the
locally developed gimballed payload assembly.

The Nishant UAV requires a 10-person crew to launch, monitor
and recover through a parachute system supplemented by 
horizontal and vertical nets and inflatable bags.

Rahul Bedi JDW Correspondent, New Delhi

India’s Nishant UAV receives order approval

The Nishant UAV system includes a rocket-assisted and
hydro-pneumatic launcher PAllen/Jane’s; 1136524
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Kazakhstan is to boost its defence
spending by over 30 per cent to KZT81
billion (USD601.5 million) for 2006,
according to Defence Minister Mukhtar
Altynbayev.

“The budget is sufficient,” said Altyn-
bayev. “It allows military training, repair and
modernisation of our arms.”

General Mubarek Orynbekov, defence
attaché at Kazakhstan’s UK embassy, con-
firmed the budget but would not be drawn
on where the funds would be spent, merely
saying: “We are looking at all sectors.”

The sum is KZT20 billion more that the
previous budget, the growth being in line
with predictions and boosting defence
expenditure to around 2 per cent of GDP.

Daniyal Akhmetov, Kazakhstan’s prime
minister, said GDP growth for 2006 was
“expected to rise 8.3 per cent”, driven largely
by high oil prices. Increased revenues from
its reserves has allowed Kazakhstan to
invest in its armed forces. According to
Altynbayev, “around 27 per cent” of the
2006 expenditure will be spent on develop-
ment of weapons, training and construction.
A “significant part of the budget will be spent
to increase financial allowances” for serving
personnel.

Kazakhstan allocated around KZT1.9 bil-
lion for defence acquisitions in 2002,
KZT4.6 billion in 2003 and KZT5.4 billion in
2004. This expenditure has been supple-
mented by military aid, perhaps most
notably a communications upgrade sup-
ported by the US and the UK. The US is also
expected to provide special forces weapons
and equipment in 2005-2006 in support of
Kazakh efforts to build a counter-terrorist
force in the Caspian region. The US has sup-
plied UH-1H utility helicopters while Turkey
and China have donated vehicles.

Kazakhstan is also committed to building
a functioning navy on the Caspian Sea,
which Republic of Korea (South Korea -
RoK) is supporting. This includes the provi-
sion of three former RoK Navy Sea
Dolphin/Wildcat-class fast attack craft -
patrol at minimal cost.

The Kazakh Defence Ministry also wants
to procure more Su-27 fighter aircraft and
assault helicopters, although the priority
ascribed to these acquisitions is not known.
The procurement of Western-made equip-
ment is unlikely in the short to medium term
as NATO-standard hardware is expensive
and often incompatible with the Soviet-built
platforms. Kazakhstan is to boost its
defence spending by nearly one-third for
2006, taking expenditure to KZT81 billion

James Murphy JDI Reporter, London
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T
he Republic of Korea
(South Korea - RoK) has
been undertaking appli-
cation studies since 1999
on developing an opera-

tional electro-magnetic pulse
(EMP) bomb within a 2011-2015
timeframe, according to a report
released in September.

The EMP effect, mainly associ-
ated with high-altitude nuclear
explosions, is capable of disabling
electronics controlling a broad
range of systems. These include air
defence systems, civilian power
grids and low-orbit communication
satellites.

Several nations have been work-
ing to develop a non-nuclear EMP
warhead. These include China, the
EU, Russia, the UK and US. 

In a report to the parliamentary
National Defence Committee
released on 28 September, South
Korea’s military-run Agency for

Defence Development (ADD) said
that a series of application studies
over the period 1999-2007 are
aimed at developing the design
technology for core components of
an EMP device. 

The testing of this device and its
development as an air-dropped
bomb is targeted for the period
2008-2010, with an operational ver-
sion ready sometime between 2011
and 2015.

The technology would later be
applied to missiles and “other plat-
forms”, theADD added.

The research and development
agency stated that it has been con-
ducting basic research relating to

the electro-magnetic interference
field since the 1980s. This was
aimed at developing basic techno-
logical capabilities and applying
these to a weapon system.

Its research to date includes capa-
bilities to protect against an EMP
attack generated by a high-altitude
nuclear explosion and studying fil-
ter design technology.

A non-nuclear EMP warhead is
based on converting high-voltage
electricity to EMP. 

The elements of such a warhead
include core parts for generating
high-voltage electricity, launching
equipment and antenna.

A nuclear warhead detonated at
high-altitude produces the same
EMP effect. 

If North Korea already has a
nuclear weapon capability this
could cripple the Combined Forces
Command: the joint South Korean-
US force. ■

RoK strives for EMP
device within 10 years
BONGHOON KIM JDWCorrespondent
Seoul

Kazakhstan boosts
defence spending

The Republic of China (Taiwan) is pushing forward with serial
production plans for its 8 x 8 CM-32 Yunpao (Cloud Leopard)
armoured infantry fighting vehicle (AIFV), with 1,400
platforms to be manufactured from 2007.

The CM-32 is a product of the military-run Combined Logis-
tics Ordnance Research and Development Centre (ORDC).
Research and development activity included contributions from
the Material Production Centre, Armaments Bureau, Chung
Shan Institute of Science and Technology, Mechanical Industry
Research Laboratory, Industrial Technology Research Institute
and state-run Aerospace Industrial Development Corp.

The new AIFV will replace three types of armoured personnel
carriers (APCs): the tracked United Defence M113 and CM-21
tracked APCs as well as the 4 x 4 wheeled Textron Commando
LAV-150S.

Four prototypes have so far been produced. All, except one,
are equipped with a General Motors M242 Bushmaster 
turret with a 25 mm chain gun. Variants include an APC, com-
mand post vehicle, missile launcher armed with Tien Chien (Sky
Sword) surface-to-air missiles; 90/105 mm assault vehicle,
engineering vehicle, ambulance, and mortar carrier.

Taiwan is in talks with Soltam Systems of Israel to procure the
computerised autonomous recoil rapid deployed outrange mor-
tar (CARDOM) 120 mm system for the mortar carriers.

The Cardom has a 360° arc, with a fire rate of 12 to 15 rounds
per minute at a range of up to 7.2 km.

The vehicle has a 450 hp diesel engine with an independent,
double wishbone suspension. It weighs 22,000 kg and has a
maximum speed of 100 km/h over a range of 800 km. Length is
7.4 m and width is 2.7 m.

The vehicle also has modular add-on armour with a forward
slope of 60° and side slope of 30°. The driver has both a
periscope and thermal sights.

Locally, the CM-32 has been compared to the Canadian Gen-
eral Motors 8 x 8 LAV-3, which was a competitor for the army
contract. ORDC has previously produced a CM-31 6 x 6 AIFV
prototype, but plans for serial production were dropped due to
development problems.

Wendell Minnick
JDW Correspondent, Taiwan

Taiwan advances Cloud Leopard production plans

● South Korea has been developing
an electro-magnetic pulse (EMP)
bomb since 1999

● The EMP can disable electronics
controlling systems

Taiwan hopes to
manufacture
1,400 CM-32
Yunpaos (Cloud
Leopards) by
2007
Wendell Minnick; 0590548
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Morocco has awarded France a
contract worth around EUR350 million
(USD420 million) to overhaul the
Moroccan Air Force’s mostly grounded
fleet of 27 French Mirage F1-CH/EH
fighter aircraft.

The contract, signed during a brief visit
by French Prime Minister Dominique de
Villepin to Rabat on 26-27 September, will
involve renovating the airframes, engines
and avionic suite of the aircraft delivered
to Morocco in the late 1980s by Dassault
Aviation. It is believed over half of the air-
craft are no longer airworthy.

Morocco decided to renovate the air-
craft instead of buying surplus US F-16
multi-role fighters as had long been con-
sidered, according to sources in Rabat.

The programme, which is to begin in
2006, will be headed by a joint venture
between Thales and Sagem, now part of
the Safran group.

Thales is to fit the aircraft with its
RC400 multi-target radar: a derivative of
its RDY radar.

Dassault and Snecma Moteurs will also
be involved in the programme, according
to industry sources.The EUR350 million
package includes around EUR100 million
for armaments for the renovated Mirage
F1s. These will be MICA air-to-air missiles
made by MBDA as well as Sagem’s new
AASM bomb kit. Thales and Sagem had
previously vied against one another for
the contract but were asked by the French
government to combine their efforts in a
joint venture named Astrac (Association
Sagem Thales pour la Rénovation
d’Avions de Combat) to bid for the deal,
as well as for other future export con-
tracts.

J A C Lewis
JDW Correspondent, Paris

France to upgrade
Moroccan Mirages

Logistical limitations, adverse weather conditions and
a lack of equipment are hampering the African Union
(AU) peacekeeping mission in Sudan’s Darfur region,
according to a senior UN and AU official.

Henry Anyidoho, head of the UN Assistance Cell in
Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) and Chief of Staff of the AU Darfur
Integrated Task Force, told a conference on sub-Saharan
peacekeeping, held by the Assembly of the Western Euro-
pean Union in the Belgian parliament in September, that
the AU mission faced several obstacles, which he identi-
fied as logistics, air support and communications.

Many of these obstacles, Anyidoho said, are due to the
reliance on contractors, noting that field commanders

therefore have very little influence on the delivery of
essential combat supplies to their troops. He also cited
lack of medical support, with only one Level II hospital in
El Fasher.

Anyidoho described the conditions of AU troops, who
are mainly housed in tents, as “quite unbearable” because
of the weather. Recent heavy rainfall had meant that heli-
copters were the only means of delivering food to various
sectors, he said. Canada is providing the AU mission with
funding to acquire 15 Mi-8 medium-lift helicopters and
the Netherlands is providing funding for a further three.

Anyidoho identified maintenance of helicopters and
vehicles as another major problem area. He also spoke of

a lack of communications equipment and links between
various command levels, erratic Internet connections and
very small aperture terminals not having been activated
because of contractual problems.

These shortages are slowing the deployment of extra
AU troops. NATO has therefore extended its airlift of AU
peacekeeping battalions into Darfur. The North Atlantic
Council decided on 21 September to extend its support to
the AU mission until 31 October to allow for the airlift of
three more battalions. NATO has so far transported some
2,800 AU personnel, including 49 civilian police.

Nicholas Fiorenza
NATO and EU Affairs Correspondent, Brussels

Shortages hamper African Union mission to Darfur

I
srael’s Rafael Armament
Development Authority is
offering two new light
armoured vehicle designs for
a US Marine Corps (USMC)

and USArmy requirement. 
The Cougar, developed with

Force Protection Inc (FPI) of South
Carolina, and the International,
manufactured by International
Truck and Engine Corporation and
Gripen, are equipped with Rafael’s
explosive reactive armour (ERA).

“We recognise the growing need
for force protection in the modern
battlefield,” Hemi Shahar, head of
Rafael’s Survivability Directorate
told JDW. “Relying on the success-
ful experience with the Bradley

fighting vehicles that we armoured
for US Army operations in Iraq, and
based on the battle experience of
the Israel Defence Force’s Wolf
light armoured vehicle in the West
Bank, we designed reactive armour
suites for the two vehicles, to meet
US Army and USMC require-
ments.”

US armed forces ordered 122 4 x

4 and 6 x 6 Cougar vehicles from
FPI in May. Accommodating up to
12 personnel, the Cougar can sus-
tain detonations of small improvised
explosive devices under its hull and
is equipped with passive armour pro-
viding protection from light
weapons fire.

“Rafael has added the ERA suite,
providing protection from greater-
calibre weapons and
rocket-propelled grenades,” said
Shahar. “The total weight of an
ERA-equipped 6 x 6 Cougar is 
only 17 tonnes. We could easily
mount a Katlanit remotely con-
trolled weapon station on it.” 

A first ERA-equipped Cougar
prototype is expected to arrive in
Israel in October and will be deliv-
ered to the IDF for combat
evaluation. Another prototype
will be presented in the AUSA
Winter Symposium and Exhibi-
tion in February 2006 in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.

“Unlike the Cougar, manu-
factured as a monobloc, the
International consists of a 4 x 4 chas-
sis on top of which we have
assembleda passivearmour capsule,
capable of carrying six to eight per-
sonnel,” said Shahar. “We have
added the modular ERAtiles around
the capsule for increased protec-
tion,” he added.

The IDF is operating some 60
International passive-armoured
vehicles, dubbed Safaron, in service
for troop transportation in combat
areas. 

Rafael is offering the Interna-
tional design to the US Army. The
first prototype is scheduled to arrive
in Israel in November. ■

Rafael offers 
up-armoured
vehicles to the US
ALON BEN-DAVID JDWCorrespondent
Tel Aviv

RELATED ARTICLE:
Go to jdw.janes.com for more of this article
Israel to supply extra ERA kits
(jdw.janes.com, 29/07/05)

● Israel is offering two designs of
light armoured vehicles equipped
with explosive reactive armour

● The Cougar is protected against
large-calibre weapons and
rocket-propelled grenades

Both the Cougar (left) and the International (right) are fitted with Rafael’s ERA
Rafael; 1116689; 1116690
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Reutech Radar Systems of South Africa has launched
a new naval X-band surveillance radar, drawing on
its experience of air-defence radars, naval trackers
and related systems.

The RSR 210N is a lightweight multimode 2D radar
aimed at small surface combatants operating in the
littoral environment, naval support vessels, and coast
guard patrol vessels. It is also intended for use as a
secondary radar on larger combatants and as a heli-
copter control radar. It has already drawn serious
interest from two European navies.

The RSR 210N can be used as a stand-alone surveil-
lance system on a small vessel, or can be integrated into a
combat management system (CMS). It has separate air
and surface channels, each able to deal with more than
200 tracks, automatic target classification (surface, rotary
wing, fixed wing) and automatic or manual track initiation.
It offers instrumented ranges of 2 km to 50 km in the
air/sea surveillance mode, 1 km to 30 km for anti-aircraft
self-defence, 1 km to 25 km for gunfire support, and 50 m
to 10 km when used for helicopter guidance. The antenna
rotation rates are 15 rpm for surveillance, 30 rpm for anti-
aircraft self-defence, and 60 rpm for gunfire support and
helicopter guidance. Accuracy is claimed as better than
0.3° in azimuth and better than 15 m in range.

Key elements are an 8 kW nominal output air-cooled
travelling-wave tube amplifier, a multichannel
receiver/exciter with pulse compression and a fully coher-

ent Doppler software signal processor. A comprehensive
electronic counter-countermeasures suite is integrated,
and the system has extensive on-line built-in test with
integrated diagnostics.

The antenna is a composite shaped reflector with a
2.8 m x 0.7 m aperture, using switched linear
horizontal/circular polarisation, stabilised in roll to 30°
and giving better than 1° stabilisation accuracy. The
antenna/pedestal structure is 2 m high with a swept
radius of 1.5 m, and weighs less than 300 kg. The below-
decks elements take up 1.8 m x 1.3 m x 0.65 m and weigh
less than 750 kg.

Options include a stand-alone console when the system
is not integrated into a CMS; ‘identification friend or foe’,
supplied or customer-furnished, offering
plot integration with primary or sepa-
rate interface and a direct control
interface to the CMS; and two-axis
stabilisation.

The radar has been developed on the
basis of proven building blocks and technologies
drawn from a number of sources. These include:

• Reutech’s RTS 6400 tracker fitted to the

South African Navy (SAN) patrol corvettes; 
• the K130 stabilised platform (for the German Navy

K130 corvettes);
• the Page battlefield processor

developed for Thales Netherlands
(as part of the South African

Army’s ground-based air defence
system); 

• the RRP 200 signal proces-
sor developed for EADS to give a
European coastal surveillance
radar system air surveillance
capability; 
• experience gained on the

ESR-220L radar for the South
African Army; and
• the system integration experience

gained from the SAN patrol corvette pro-
gramme.

Helmoed-Römer Heitman
JDW Correspondent, Cape Town
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T
he Israel Air Force
(IAF) is seeking to
replace its ageing
Tzukit (Fouga CM-170
Magister) basic jet

trainer aircraft under a private
finance initiative (PFI) solution.

The Israeli Ministry of Defence
(MoD) issued a request for infor-
mation (RfI) for a new trainer on
29 September, stating that the
contract should preferably be
under a PFI arrangement and is
estimated to last for some 20
years. The RfI signals the IAF’s
intent to continue with separate
basic jet trainer and advanced jet
trainer (currently the A-4 Sky-
hawk) requirement programmes
and not to replace both aircraft
with a single advanced trainer.

Israel’s Rada Electronic Indus-
tries is upgrading the avionics
suite of the IAF’s F-4s, which is
expected to provide an additional
10 years of service for the aircraft.
The Tzukits – a major upgrade of
the French Fouga Magister – have
been in IAF service since 1983,
with the original platforms serv-
ing since 1960.

While the IAF does not rule out
the possibility of a standard pro-
curement solution, it is clearly

inclined to apply the PFI method,
under which the aircraft are
owned and fully maintained by
the private supplier. The IAF’s
current fleet of light trainer turbo-
prop aircraft, the Grob G120A
(Snunit), has been successfully
operated under a PFI since 2002 by
Elbit Systems subsidiary Snunit
aviation.

The latest MoD RfI calls for a
two-seater aircraft “suitable for
training missions and aerobatics”
with a package including
simulators, training aids and main-
tenance. 

The requirement is for a mini-
mum of 7,000 annual flight hours,
with 15-26 aircraft available
simultaneously. As the contract
length is estimated to be 20 years
with an option for additional five
years, the request is expected to
draw a substantial number of pro-
posals. 

An Israeli defence source told
JDW that the potential value of
the PFI contract “could be huge
and, as such, has attracted a lot of
interest from industry”.

Potential candidates include
Lockheed Martin’s AT-63 Pampa
advanced trainer, manufactured
in Argentina and equipped with

Elbit’s avionics suite; Boeing’s T-
45 Goshawk and the Javelin
Mk20 advanced jet trainer from
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI)
and Aviation Technology Group
(ATG) of the US. 

However, while the IAF
favours financing the requirement
through the US government’s
Foreign Military Financing
(FMF) programme, the RfI was
opened for proposals outside the
US. Possible contenders could be
the BAE Systems Hawk and the
MB-339 from Italy’s Aermacchi
SpA.

Javelin, a twin-engine sports jet
reconfigured as a military trainer
successfully completed its
maiden flight on 30 September in
Englewood, Colorado. 

“The Javelin has accomplished
each of its test points without any
difficulties,” said Rob Fuschino,
ATG Vice President of Operations
and Chief Test Pilot. The Javelin
will continue test flights until
receiving Federal Aviation
Administration licensing,
expected in 2008. ■

Israel seeks new
basic trainer
ALON BEN-DAVID JDWCorrespondent
Tel Aviv

● The IAF will separate its basic
and advanced jet trainer
requirements and not seek a
single-aircraft solution

● The IAF already operates its light
basic trainer programme under a
PFI contract

RELATED ARTICLES:
Israel Aircraft Industries offers Javelin for
advanced trainer requirement
(jdw.janes.com, 16/12/2004)

Reutech launches naval surveillance radar

The RSR 210N lightweight multimode
2D radar
Reutech Radar Systems; 1116685

RELATED ARTICLES:
Reutech Radar Systems busy in
export market 
(jdw.janes.com, 06/01/05)
RTS 6400 optronic and radar tracker 
(jrew.janes.com)
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E
ADS is set to establish a
new signature mea-
surement and manage-
ment facility dedicated
to the next generation

of large ‘stealthy’ unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) and
unmanned combat air vehicles
(UCAVs). 

Opening in November, the
RaSigma 4 (radar signature man-
agement) centre will be the fourth
operated by EADS in Germany. 

RaSigma 4 will be used for
work on what EADS calls its
‘second generation’ of stealth
UAVs. EADS has acknowledged
that it is conducting trials with a
highly classified low-observable
air system known as Barrakuda,
but says that RaSigma 4 is part of
the development plan for the
vehicles that will follow. 

Future missions for these craft
will include reconnaissance
and what EADS terms ‘recce
attack’. 

A senior programme official
told JDW that this generation of
UCAVs will need to match
manned aircraft in terms of per-
formance and persistence. 

The inclusion of larger
engines, fuel capacity and a range
of payloads will by necessity
make them much larger vehicles. 

EADS said it intends to
achieve radar cross-section
(RCS) parameters that are better
than current levels by a factor of
10. 

Taking the Lockheed Martin
F/A-22 as a benchmark, EADS is
aiming for an RCS reduction
from 10-2 m2 to 10-3 m2. 

To accomplish this, new tech-
niques, simulation technology
and measuring facilities will have
to be developed. RaSigma 4 is an
integral part of this process. 

RaSigma 4 is located at EADS
Lemwerder, north of Bremen, a
redevelopment of the former
Rheinmetall Defence Electronics
site at the same location. 

It will partner the existing
indoor (RaSigma 1 and 2) and
outdoor (RaSigma 3) RCS
ranges. 

RaSigma 4 will be able to
accommodate test articles of up
to 12 x 12 m on an RCS measure-

ment ‘pole’ that can carry up to
2,250 kg. 

EADS said this capacity will
eventually be increased to 
5,000 kg. The building itself mea-
sures 48 x 31 x 15 m. Radar
antennas of between 1 and 13 m
high can be housed inside it,
operating in a frequency range of
0.5 GHz to 100 GHz. 

In this respect RaSigma 4 is
equivalent to the RaSigma 1 m
and 2 ranges, but these facilities
can only accommodate test arti-
cles up to 5 m. RaSigma 4 will be
capable of 3-D radar imaging,
along with very high-resolution
radar imaging.

EADS is investigating several
other signature management
techniques beyond RCS reduc-
tion. The company admits it is
working on ways to deliver tune-
able optical and infra-red
signatures for air vehicles, but
remains tight-lipped on the tech-
nology involved. 

Away from the exoticism of
stealthy UAVs, EADS has put sig-
nificant effort into measuring and
reducing the overall RCS of exist-
ing aircraft like the Tornado and
the future Airbus A400M. 

Neither of these are stealthy
platforms, but EADS notes that
any reduction in their overall
RCS, no matter how modest,
equates to an exponential reduc-
tion in the scale and complexity of
the electronic self-protection sys-
tems they require. 

EADS asserts that lower-
powered jammers are far more
affordable, but equally as effec-
tive if the target aircraft’s signature
has been properly managed. 

An effective low-priced RCS
reduction kit has already been
developed for Germany’s Tornado
force as part of the Tornado
Defensive Aids Sub Systems
upgrade. 

Outside the airborne realm,
EADS has used its stealth exper-
tise to produce low-observable
electronic support measure masts
and snorkels for the U214-class
attack submarine.

EADS newly developed vac-
uum assisted process (VAP)
system for building large compos-
ite structures without curing in an
autoclave can produce compo-
nents that have multiple layers of
radar absorbency and far out-per-
form any existing appliqué
radar-absorbing materials. ■

EADS readies
new stealth
facility for UAVs
ROBERT HEWSON Editor, Jane’s Air-LaunchedWeapons
Munich

● RaSigma 4 will be used for work
on what EADS calls its ‘second
generation’ of stealth unmanned
aerial vehicles

● The company admits it is working
on ways to deliver tuneable
optical and infra-red signatures
for air vehicles, but remains tight-
lipped on the technology 

An artist’s impression of a scaled
Eurofighter model inside the new EADS
RaSigma 4 facility
EADS; 1116687

The Malaysian government has assumed
control of the troubled company PSC
Naval Dockyard in Lumut and expects the
first of six offshore patrol vessels (OPVs)
on order to be delivered by January 2006,
according to a parliamentary statement
by Defence Minister Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib
Tun Abdul Razak.

He told parliament on 28 September that
the takeover had been implemented
through the state-owned Armed Forces
Provident Fund, (LTAT) and its 70 per cent-
owned company, Boustead Holdings. Local
media reports had revealed that Boustead
acquired a 30 per cent stake in PSC Naval
Dockyard to supplement a 10 per cent
shareholding already owned by LTAT.

The minister also noted that the govern-
ment would hold accountable those
responsible for delays in the USD1.4 billion
contract for six German-designed Meko
A100-type OPVs, now styled as corvettes,
but action would wait until the new manage-
ment assumed full control of the project.
The contract with the German Naval Group
Consortium was signed in 2000, and deliv-
eries were due over the period 2004-2008.

Both the takeover and the threat to take
action against those held responsible for
delays are in line with recommendations
issued by the bipartisan parliamentary
Public Accounts Committee (PAC), which
reported on the OPV project in July.

The PAC found that the first and second
vessels were 95 per cent complete, the
third and fourth were almost half finished,
and the fifth and sixth platforms were less
than 10 per cent complete. The committee
also concluded that a further USD31.57
million was needed to complete the first
two vessels, which failed acceptance trials
earlier in 2005. Further funding would also
be required to finish the remaining four
OPVS. The defence minister told parlia-
ment that the government is still studying
the issue and has yet to decide on allocat-
ing further funding. He noted that the first
two OPVs face only a “minor problem” with
their command-and-control systems but
this should be resolved in time for a Janu-
ary 2006 handover of the first vessel to the
navy.

Referring to long-term plans to build 27
OPVs, the minister emphasised that just
the first six were contracted with PSC. Navy
sources had previously stated that con-
struction of additional OPVs would depend
on the shipyard’s work and the operational
performance of the vessel’s design.

Dzirhan Mahadzir
JDW Correspondent, Kuala Lumpur

PSC takeover
implemented
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I
ndia is understood to have
cancelled a three-year old
order with South Africa’s
Denel Land Systems for 400
anti-materiel rifles (AMRs).

It has also placed under suspen-
sion various other military
programmes with Denel, which
are under investigation for resort-
ing to unfaircommercial practices
in securing theAMR contract.

“Based on information furnished
by M/s Denel, South Africa, there is
prima facie evidence of violation of
clauses relating to use of undue
influence and agents/agency com-
mission, as contained in the contracts
of Anti-Materiel Rifles signed in
2002,” Defence Minister Pranab
Mukherjee said in July.

Mukherjee added that a decision
had been taken “to initiate action to
cancel all contracts entered into with
Denel. The contract signed on 7
March 2005 for procurement of 400
AMRs has been cancelled”.

However, he enigmatically added
that the AMR contract had been
referred to India’s Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) and that “further
appropriate action, as warranted by
the report of the CBI, would be taken
after the receipt of the same”.

Denel officials responded by
claiming that “no laws had been
transgressed in either SouthAfrica or
India” nor had their company
“breached any provisions of its con-
tract” with India’s Ministry of
Defence (MoD).

Privately, Denel officials claimed
that the group has become a ‘victim’
of India’s ‘political manoeuvring’
after the change of government fol-

lowing the May 2004 elections in
which the Hindu nationalist-led
coalition was  replacedbyaCongress
Party-led administration.

In April Mukherjee ordered the
CBI to inquire into 38 military
contracts worth over INR17 billion
(USD387.4 million) awarded to 
foreign vendors by the previous 
government, including those
involving Denel.

All existing programmes with
Denel were halted pending the out-
come of investigations. These
included the limited series 
production of Bhim, the 155 mm/

52-cal tracked
s e l f - p r o -

p e l l e d
howitzer

(SPH),

manufactured by Bharat Earth
Movers Limited (BEML) in south-
ern India. TheBhim willbe produced
by mating the Denel/LIW T6 155
mm/52 cal turret with the chassis of
the locally designed Arjun main bat-
tle tank (MBT). Army chief General
J J Singh told JDW that the platform
had been approved by the MoD.

BEML general manager Suppa
Rao also informed JDW in February
that the state-owned defence manu-
facturer had established a test track
for Bhim and identified steel and
other suppliers to build the Arjun
MBT chassis. Rao said the MoD
was also negotiating a transfer of
technology for the T6 to build it
locally under licence, even though
price negotiations with Denel for
the turret, onboard navigation and
fire-control systems were stalled
over massive price differences.

Denel was also competing for the
Indian Army’s contract for 180
towed howitzers with its G5/2000
howitzer against Israel’s Soltam
Systems TIG-2002 and Sweden’s
Bofors Defence FH-77B05 L52. 

This was part of the army’s
long-term strategy to standard-

ise its varied field
artillery on

155 mm
/52 cal

weapons by obtaining a mix of
1,200-1,400 towed, wheeled and
tracked SPHs by 2020-2025
through imports and local manufac-
ture under licence. 

All three vendors were invited for
trials in the western Rajasthan
desert for the third time in Decem-
ber 2004 but Denel reportedly
withdrew its platform half way
through the trials due to  “technical
problems”.

India’s newly appointed vice
chief of army staff, Lieutenant Gen-
eral S Pattabhiraman, said the
allegations surrounding Denel had
adversely affected the force’s
artillery modernisation programme
by at least three years.

“The Denel [issue] was a setback
and we will have to factor it into our
future planning,” Gen Pattabhira-
man said at army Headquarters in
New Delhi upon assuming office on
3 October. He indicated that a new
request for proposals (RfP) would
be issued for wheeled and tracked
howitzers. Asked if Denel would be
barred from responding to the RfP,
Gen Pattabhiraman said it was for
the government to decide.

Looking long term it seems
unlikely that the Indian government
will break all ties with Denel. Co-
operation in defence and defence
industrial matters is a core element of
the India-Brazil-South Africa group,
which all three governments see as
an important long-term economic,
industrial and perhaps political
alliance. Any permanent breach with
South Africa’s state-owned defence
group would damage the propsects
for long-term co-operation. ■
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India backs off from Denel contracts
HELMOED-RÖMER HEITMAN JDW Correspondent and RAHUL BEDI JDW Correspondent
Cape Town and New Delhi

The Denel
G5/2000 howitzer, which was
competing for the Indian Army’s
towed howitzer requirement 
Denel; 0526371

Design, engineering and risk-management
consultancy British Maritime Technology (BMT) has
created a new defence identity as part of a wider
internal restructuring of its group activities
designed to improve market focus and service
delivery.

According to the company, the creation of the BMT
Defence brand is to market and integrate the full scope
of the BMT group’s skills to military customers and
target communities worldwide through a single point
of contact. In particular, the group is looking to expand

its defence business, predominantly naval at present,
into the land and air sectors. It also wants to expand
its international footprint.

While BMT will retain its existing subsidiary com-
pany structure, the group envisages the new construct
will deliver multiple capabilities from a number of its
operating companies via a single contract. BMT group
operating companies active in the defence market
include BMT Defence Services Ltd, BMT Marine Pro-
curement Ltd, BMT Designers & Planners, BMT Syntek
Technologies, BMT Fleet Technology, BMT Fluid

Dynamics, BMT Reliability Consultants Ltd and BMT
Nigel Gee & Associates.

In an unrelated development, Peter French has been
appointed chief executive of BMT after the previous
chief executive, Roger Swann, decided to step down
from the post after suffering a stroke earlier this year.
Andrew Tyler, managing director BMT Defence Ser-
vices Ltd, succeeds French in the role of operations
director, Europe and the Far East. Tyler also joins
BMT’s board, but retains his link with BMT Defence
Services by becoming chairman of that company.

Richard Scott 
JDW Naval Editor, London

BMT hones market focus, service delivery

● The Indian MoD has placed under
suspension various military
programmes with Denel

● The Indian Army claims that the
allegations surrounding Denel have
adversely affected the force’s
artillery modernisation programme

RELATED ARTICLE:
New Indian 155 mm self-propelled artillery
system (jaa.janes,com)
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OPINION

I
n the aftermath
of the 9/11 ter-
rorist attacks on
New York and
Wa s h i n g t o n ,

NATO quickly
recognised that
Europe could be
more vulnerable
to terrorism than
NorthAmerica. 

By 4 October,
Operation ‘Active Endeavour’ was in place with
patrols against criminality – trafficking in drugs,
arms and people – so often interlaced with, and at
times indistinguishable from, terrorist activity
occurring in along the eastern Mediterranean Sea.
‘Active Endeavour’ has been hugely successful,
but efforts to extend it into the Black Sea are being
opposed by Russia and Turkey.

The Mediterranean is more of a bridge than a
barrier between NATO, Europe, North Africa
and the Middle East. Insurgent groups such as Al-
Qaeda and the PKK [Workers’ Party of
Kurdistan/Kurdistan People’s Congress]
finance their activities with criminal enter-
prises, often aboard ships they own or control. 

Moreover, the capture of Abd al-Rahim al-
Nashiri, convicted in Yemen of the 2000 attack
on the USS Cole and believed responsible for
the similar 2002 assault on the French super-
tanker M/V Limburg, has revealed Al-Qaeda
plans to ram other vessels, explode small ships
at choke points and attack ships from the air or
beneath the water’s surface. One need only
recall the 1996 seizure of a Bosphorus ferry by
Chechen gunmen or recent revelations about
Abdul Qadeer Khan’s nuclear bazaar to paint a
nightmare scenario.

Guarding against such a development, Oper-
ation ‘Active Endeavour’ involves navies from
Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Spain,
Turkey, the UK and US. They have monitored

thousands of ships and, in accordance with
international law, boarded the most suspicious
ones. The mission is to intercept, escort, pro-
tect, disrupt and deter criminal activity that may
dovetail with terrorism. Equally important, the
operation has enabled NATO to build an accurate
picture of Mediterranean traffic, essential for
future counter-terrorist operations. 

The operation has been so successful that
NATO expanded it to the Strait of Gibraltar in
2003, involving Denmark, Norway and Portu-
gal, and throughout the Mediterranean in 2004.
Algeria, Israel and Ukraine have joined, as has
Russia, after tortured negotiations.

Russia had wanted to exempt its own commer-
cial vessels from mutual inspection procedures:
the lynchpin of the operation. Then it demanded
that ‘Active Endeavor’ be governed by the
NATO-Russia Council, even as it asked the
alliance to pay for Russian participation. NATO
rejected all these, but finally elaborated an awk-
ward arrangement whereby the Russian Navy
operates in conjunction with NATO, but not under
its command.

However, the real rub came on 7 June when
Italian Vice Admiral Ferdinando Sanfelice di
Monteforte, then commanding ‘Active Endeav-
our’, reported that Black Sea navy chiefs,
apparently including Russia, had agreed to extend
the operation into the Black Sea in 2006. 

This was pure common sense because the
Black Sea is the nexus of East-West trade: an inte-
gral part of Europe, connected to Rotterdam by the
Danube and Rhine Rivers and to Southern Europe
through the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles.
Unfortunately, the Black Sea also laps the
shores of lands rife with the sort of criminality
‘Active Endeavour’combats. Of particular con-
cern are self-declared mafiosi mini-states like
Transdniestria andAbkhazia. 

The region is a legitimate concern of non-littoral
NATO states, but Russia “can see no sense in it”,
said the Russian Defence Minister, Sergei Ivanov,

following the announcement of the operation’s
extension. He proposed a counter-terrorist man-
date for Blackseafor, which exercises one month
per year under a command that rotates annually
among Black Sea navies. Russia has such respect
for Blackseafor that it reopened regular maritime
trade withAbkhazia and even provided a warship
to the de facto Sukhumi regime during 2004,
when Georgia held the rotating command.

More surprising is that NATO ally Turkey has
joined Russia in opposing ‘Active Endeavour’ in
the Black Sea. Ankara says it fears erosion of the
1936 Montreux Convention, but there is nothing
in that treaty that prohibits transit of a modest
non-littoral NATO force through the Turkish
Straits. Indeed, a small task force led by the US
Navy Arleigh Burke-class destroyer USS
Mahan, recently transited the straits for a series
of Black Sea port calls.

‘Active Endeavour’ would combine non-
Black Sea littoral NATO navies with Bulgaria,
Romania and Turkey, augmented by Georgia,
Russia and the Ukraine, to create a powerful
counter-terrorist force. Still, writes veteran Rus-
sia-watcher Vladimir Socor: “Turkey appears
comfortable with a Turkish-Russian naval condo-
minium in the Black Sea.”

In reality, Turkey’s and Russia’s interests do not
coincide. With some Ukrainian politicians sug-
gesting that the Russian Navy quit its headquarters
in Odessa sooner than the agreed date of 2017, it is
easy to see that Moscow’s attitude has more to do
with post-imperial angst than with combating ter-
rorism. 

In that vein, Russia props up criminal enclaves
such as Transdniestria and Abkhazia, its officials
and military embroiled in crime and it spares no
effort to destabilise Georgia, Turkey’s immediate
neighbour andAmerica’s democratic ally.

With regard to the Turkish Straits, Russia has
steadfastly opposed safety regulations since
Turkey imposed them in 1994. Such measures are
not inconsistent with the Montreux Convention
and are altogether reasonable to manage the
50,000 vessels transiting the straits each year.
Moreover, Moscow has resisted oil and gas
pipelines that would alleviate tanker traffic
through the straits. 

Beyond the Black Sea, Russia persists in pro-
tecting Iran’s nuclear ambitions, which are
perhaps the greatest medium-term threat to Turk-
ish security.

Meanwhile, the real fight against criminalityand
terrorism on the Black Sea goes wanting and
Turkeyhas themost to lose. Imagineanattack such
as that against Limburg in the narrowest stretch of
the Bosphorus. Turkey should join NATO allies
Bulgaria and Romania in welcoming ‘Active
Endeavour’to the Black Sea.

David J Smith is Senior Resident Fellow,
Potomac Institute for Policy Studies,

Washington, DC

Turkey needs to let NATO
safeguard the Black Sea

VIEWPOINT

The real fight against criminal activity in the Black Sea is
going begging as Turkey joins Russia in opposing NATO’s
Operation ‘Active Endeavour’ in the region, says David J
Smith of the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies
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O
ne of the distinct advantages of a
company hidden from outside
scrutiny is that no individual,
beyond those with inside knowl-
edge, can tell whether it is going

through good times or bad – generating big
profits or huge losses. At Lockheed Mar-
tin’s Advanced Development Programs
(ADP) unit, better known as the Skunk
Works, life in the shadows has come with
the territory – territory that the Skunk

Works carved out for itself more than 60
years ago. 

Since its inception in 1943, the Skunk
Works has been responsible for some of avia-
tion’s most pioneering technical achieve-
ments. It built the prototype of the US’s first
operational jet fighter, the XP-80, and went on
to create the Central IntelligenceAgency’s U-2
spy plane, the A-12/SR-71 Blackbird, which is
still the world’s fastest air-breathing aircraft 15
years after its retirement, the F-117A

Nighthawk stealth fighter and a host of other
leading-edge aerospace developments, some
of which remain ‘unacknowledged’.

For the past 15 years, since the last F-117A
rolled off the production line at the Skunk
Works’ engineering and manufacturing hub at
Palmdale, California, a thousand or more
workers have reported to work there every day.
Yet, for all their efforts and in all that time, the
Skunk Works has officially rolled out a scant
handful of ‘products’: two prototype YF-22s,

The fortunes of the
Skunk Works have
changed immensely 
since the turn of the century.
JDW aerospace consultant 
Nick Cook has the inside story

SHAPESHIFTER
FALCON could end up as a M6.0 to
M9.0 globally ranging strike vehicle

Lockheed Martin; 1116669

Artist’s concept of a
Morphing MPUAV launching
an air-to-air missile
Lockheed Martin; 1116672
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THE SKUNK WORKS

the forerunner of the F/A-22 Raptor; two Dark-
Star unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
cancelled at the prototype stage; two X-35
demonstrator vehicles, progenitors of the F-35
Joint Strike Fighter (JSF); the AGM-158 Joint
Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (JASSM) in a
collaborative design effort with Lockheed
Martin’s Orlando-based missiles unit; and part
of the X-33 reusable, single-stage-to-orbit
space launch vehicle, which was cancelled in
2001. 

Glory days 
Moreover, since the glory days of the 1980s,
when the stealth revolution was in full swing
with the initial secret deployment of the
F-117A, 59 of which were eventually delivered
to the US Air Force (USAF), the Skunk Works
has not had an easy time of it. In 2000, it lost its
status as a separate division within Lockheed
Martin and was placed under the aegis of the
newly created ‘Aeronautics’ sector, headquar-
tered in Fort Worth, Texas. 

By the turn of the century, at a time when the
Skunk Works needed to be firing on all cylin-
ders in the battle against Boeing for the JSF,
morale was reported to be at a particular low. In
2001, Lockheed beat Boeing to the JSF
contract – a huge coup for the corporation – but

the Skunk Works
then faced the
problem of what to
do next. Classified
spending had
declined markedly
under the Clinton
administration and
Boeing had gone
some way to aton-
ing for its JSF defeat
by winning the
X-45A unmanned
combat air vehicle
(UCAV) demon-
strator contract.

Boeing and
Northrop Grum-
man are now

competing against each other with the X-45C
and the X-47B for the Joint Unmanned Combat
Air Systems (J-UCAS) programme: a chance
for the winner to establish the UCAV in what
could be the biggest step-change in aviation
development since the advent of the jet engine.

It seems inconceivable that the entity that
established itself as one of the foremost aero-
space pioneers of the last half-century should
end up on the sidelines of the UAV and UCAV
revolution, yet, on the face of it, this is where
the Skunk Works is: on the outside, looking in.
For the past few years, as J-UCAS has gathered
momentum, ADP officials have let it be known
that the Skunk Works has not been standing still

– that there are advanced UAV/UCAV concepts
on the drawing board at ADP, many of which
are under government consideration. A number
of these may have progressed further in the
‘black’ world – there are persistent rumours
that they have. However, it was only in June, at
the Paris Air Show, that the Skunk Works/ADP
was able to provide hard details of a real, live
project: the Morphing UAV.

The Morphing UAV is a demonstrator for an
unmanned aircraft that, in its developed form,
can span intelligence-gathering and attack mis-
sions by changing its shape in flight. To date, in
the high-end, sophisticated unmanned aircraft
market, UAVs and UCAVs broadly fall into two
camps: high- and medium-altitude long-
endurance types for surveillance, and UCAVs
for attack. With its ability to ‘morph’ from an
extended-wing, loitering configuration to a
squat, agile, high dash-speed platform – a tran-
sition that takes place in less than 30 seconds –
the Morphing UAV allows a single vehicle to
perform multiple mission profiles. To reinforce
ADP’s message and add weight to its convic-
tion that the UAV/UCAV market is still in
transition, and thus still open to competition,
the Skunk Works’ Vice President and General
Manager, Frank Cappuccio, went to the Paris
Air Show to convey it personally. 

A different set of rules
Cappuccio is bound by a different set of rules
from most engineering management execu-
tives because of what the Skunk Works does.
There are times, for example, when the US gov-
ernment prevents him from travelling abroad.
However, Cappuccio’s message in Paris was
clear. “I personally believe there’s going to be
two or three generations of UAVs before we
[the aerospace and defence industry] get it
right,” he told JDW in an extensive, exclusive
interview.

“The question is often asked: ‘Why isn’t
Lockheed playing (in the market)?’The answer
is: we think we have time. We think we have
time to watch the market develop. We think
Boeing and Northrop Grumman are doing a
very good job of pushing the envelope on where
the technology can go, but we haven’t seen that
capabilities document that really says: This is
what a J-UCAS should do, this is what an F/A-
22 should do and this is what a JSF should do’.” 

Cappuccio believes such a document will

materialise between now and 2008.
“I think the Morphing UAV is going to result

in a technology base that permits the US gov-
ernment to have some options,” he said. The
key to morphing, which is being driven by the
US Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s (DARPA) Morphing Aircraft Struc-
tures programme, lies in the development of
shape-changing actuation systems built into the
wing-skin material of the UAV. The material
itself has ‘shape memory’, which permits the
wing to relax and contract when the skin is
energised with an electrical current. One option
the technology opens up, Cappuccio says, is the
ability to deploy UAVs and UCAVs on to sub-
marines instead of aircraft carriers. Through
DARPA, ADP signed a contract in March to
look at developing the Morphing UAV to meet
the US Navy’s embryonic Multi-Purpose UAV
(MPUAV) programme: a plan, if the technol-
ogy can be mastered at the right price and if
the need is proven, that could lead to shape-
changing UAV/UCAVs being launched and
recovered from converted former interconti-
nental ballistic missile-carrying submarines.

Cruise missile
philosophy
The Skunk Works is convinced, too, that the per
unit cost of UAVs and UCAVs, which has risen
exponentially over the past decade as ever
greater sophistication is demanded of them, has
to be addressed directly if they are to deliver the
benefits that are claimed for them over manned
aircraft. Boeing’s J-UCAS proposal, the
X-45C, now under construction in preparation
for the commencement of flight testing in 2007,
is a large air vehicle. With a gross weight of
36,500 lbs (16,556 kg), it is as big as an F-16.
The Skunk Works, forced to think differently,
in part by its exclusion from J-UCAS as a prime
contractor (it is supporting Northrop Grumman
at a systems level on the X-47B), is looking at
UCAVs from a completely different perspec-
tive. 

“One way of attacking cost is to start with a
cruise missile philosophy in design,” Cappuc-
cio said. When you start from this baseline, he
adds, you not only design to cost from the
outset, but break with traditions commonly
associated with aircraft as well. If a UCAV is as
big as a fighter, there is a temptation, he says, to
build in systems and subsystems (and hence,
cost) – radars, for example, for onboard intelli-
gence-collection and target identification –
because the physical space is there to do so.

Skunk Works/ADP, by contrast, recognises
that the proliferation of the Department of
Defense’s (DoD’s) Global Information Grid,
and its developing sophistication, is a resource
that UCAV designers should tap into as a pre-
requisite from the outset if UCAVs are to break

SKUNK WORKS SAYS:
● There will be two or three generations of UCAV

before industry gets it right
● UCAVs need ‘to break the paradigm currently

established by manned fighters’
● The blending of survivability and speed will

become hugely important over the next decade
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the paradigm established by manned fighters. 
“The cost of UAVs is driven by the engine

and sensors; the airframe is cheap,” Cappuccio
said. “If I tell my people I’ve got to design
something the size of a breadbox, I will force
them to figure out how they’re going to com-
municate with a U-2 or a Global Hawk. If
there’s a tanker up there with a communications
relay, I will force them to look at that relay. I am
absolutely convinced that UAVs and network-
enabled existence go hand-in-hand,” he said.

“We need to determine how to have every
asset on the battlefield have its own IP [internet
protocol] address – its own email address – so
anybody can address it when they have to.”

To that end, the Skunk Works has developed
the concept of the ‘minion’: a UAV/UCAV the
size of a small cruise missile that would come
in both intelligence-gathering and attack vari-
ants. Minions would be carried as ‘surrogates’
by manned platforms like the F/A-22, flying
deep into enemy territory, sending back recon-
naissance data or striking well-defended
enemy assets with precision munitions. On
completion of a mission, the minion would fly
back to base within the theatre of operations to
be readied for re-use. The work that ADP is
doing on morphing, and more broadly on
advanced stealth techniques, could also feed
into the minion. Here again, Cappuccio said,
cost has to be watched. Cruise missile econom-
ics could further be upheld by designing each
minion airframe for a set lifecycle, restricted,
perhaps, to as few as 10 missions. A number of
minion proposals are before the US govern-
ment awaiting investment decisions.

Low observability (LO) is another design
parameter, alongside morphing, according to
Cappuccio, that needs to be applied to UAVs
and UCAVs with caution. Stealth is important
when the vehicle is flying at 35,000 ft but
becomes less so when it has ‘morphed’ into its
attack guise. Instead, other LO design-drivers
become dominant, such as noise suppression.
“There is still some harvesting to be done in the
RF [radio frequency or radar stealth] domain”,
not only in terms of materials but cost and
maintainability as well, Cappuccio says. There
is still some way to go – perhaps 10 years –
before an ‘infra-red solution’ is arrived at.
Progress on the optical front – visual stealth –
can also be made once a pilot is taken out of the
loop – canopy ‘glint’ being a killer when it
comes to visual detection. 

Dreaming the dream
To invigorate the kind of thinking that is
required to break with long-held conventions,
Cappuccio established so-called ‘spin groups’
within the Skunk Works soon after he took con-
trol at ADP three years ago. Here, specially
chosen engineers literally spin ideas around to
come up with out-of-the-box solutions to seem-
ingly insoluble design challenges – a
throwback to the kind of approach that the
Skunk Works’ founder, Kelly Johnson, saw as

fundamental to the organisation’s charter 60
years ago. “The fascinating thing about spin
groups,” Cappuccio said, “is that the people
who aren’t in the spin group want to get into it.
What we’ll do is change the people in the spin
group, so everybody has a chance to dream the
dream.” The spin groups have had a profound
effect on morale, which is no mean considera-
tion when so much of what is achieved within
the Skunk Works, by its very nature, has to
remain in the shadows, unacknowledged by the
wider world. 

“The kind of people who survive in the
Skunk Works tend to be those who have nobody
to impress but themselves,” Cappuccio said.
“They’re their own task-masters.” Peer-recog-
nition is a huge motivator, he says, but a new
business ethos has also helped engender fresh
direction and purpose. Five years ago, the
Skunk Works was spending a lot of company
resources on internal research and develop-
ment (R&D). Engineers would work for
months, even years at a time, on grandiose pro-
jects only to see them fail when the customer
did not see the need or couldn’t come up with
the money. 

This, for example, was what happened to the
Aerocraft, a huge lighter-than-air blimp
designed to shift ship-sized quantities of per-
sonnel and materiel at comparatively high
transit speeds, using a mix of aerodynamic and

aerostatic lift to keep it in the air. Inevitably,
when big projects like these failed, there was a
knock-on effect on morale, so Cappuccio and
his team drafted a new approach. “The key is to
have the innovative people not waste their
energy working the engineering, but have them
come up with the vision.” This is what Cappuc-
cio refers to as “dreaming the dream” – letting
the imagination have free rein. 

“You have to spend some internal R&D
money, but don’t commit a lot of discretionary
resources until you know three things: Number
one, is it of value? Number two, does the cus-
tomer perceive it to be of value? Number three,
would the customer buy it if he had the money?
If the answer is yes, then you make the next
series of investments.” 

Once a customer shares the same vision, the
key to the next stage, Cappuccio says, is part-
nership. The Skunk Works, on its own ticket,
will take the project to an agreed milestone on
the understanding that the customer will invest
further if that milestone is met. In this way, the
risks are contained and the project advances to
maturity at a pace that everyone is comfortable
with. This approach dovetails with a new desire
across the aerospace and defence community,
and at Office of the Secretary of Defense level
in particular, Cappuccio says, to carry out
analyses of alternatives before committing to
big-ticket defence projects. Through its
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The F-117A Nighthawk
(above and right) is the
Skunk Works’ original
stealth breakthrough. A
stealthy UHF antenna
developed for the
aircraft by ADP has
been spiralled on to the
F/A-22
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The SR-71 Blackbird
reconnaissance jet, though
retired, is still the world’s
fastest air-breathing aircraft
Lockheed Martin; 0586004

The Skunk Works has
developed the ‘minion’:
a UAV/UCAV concept the
size of a small cruise
missile
Lockheed Martin; 1116671
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Improvements and Derivatives Group, the
Skunk Works is also heavily engaged in taking
innovative concepts out of ADP and spinning
them into other products as a value-added
proposition to the customer.

Technology-sharing
An example is a UHF antenna developed for the
F-117A that met its strict signature (LO) require-
ments that was subsequently ‘spiralled’ into the
F/A-22. Relaxation of the rules governing the
migration of technology developed for classified
programmes is helping this process. “What they
[the programme managers of a classified
programme] typically will do,” Cappuccio
explained, “is say, ‘OK, you can share this, but I
don’t want you to let anybody know exactly
where it came from, how it came into being – just
let them know that this technology is available if
they really, really want it’.” 

Such approaches, he adds, usually result in the
technology being released around 80 per cent of
the time. This loosening in attitudes and rules is
partly driven by tightening development and
acquisition budgets and partly by greater co-
operation between the services. Cappuccio
believes it is also down to a new generation of
programme officers who are more open to the
idea of technology-sharing and who don’t want
to see money wasted if a solution is already out

there. “I really think it’s an age generation pro-
gression through the system. They’ve been very
co-operative, very good. They’ve saved us a lot
of money.”

Selling the dream, adapting the business
model and coupling it to the desire within the US
DoD for innovative solutions as the transforma-
tion process takes hold has had a profound effect
on the Skunk Works’ own fortunes. “Without
telling you what we’ve done, I can tell you in the
past three years we’ve gone from an engineering
population of 300 to 1,800,” Cappuccio said, “at
a time when the defence budget has been flat or
negative.” Skunk Works/ADP, he adds, has over
500 projects under way, ranging from
USD200,000 research contracts to individual
programmes worth billions. “We generate 150
proposals a year. Of these – using the technique
we just talked about – we win 95 per cent. Every-
body in the corporation says: ‘How can you win
so much?’Well, in a lot of ways, because I know
what I’m proposing and the guy knows what he’s
getting.” The bulk of these programmes remain
below the visibility line, many of them deeply
classified. Anumber, still at the concept and early
demonstration stage, do see the light of day. 

Skunk Works/ADP, for example, is heavily
engaged in studies and technology demonstra-
tion central to USAF efforts to develop long-
range strike platforms and weapons for deploy-
ment in 2018 and beyond. These range from

FB-22 strike derivatives of the F/A-22 to the
M4.0 Revolutionary Approach To Time-critical
Long Range Strike (RATTLRS) cruise missile
demonstrator to hypersonic platforms developed
under DARPA’s FALCON – Force Application
and Launch from CONUS (Continental US) –
programme. Via a series of technology demon-
stration programmes, FALCON could end up
giving the USAF an aircraft, probably
unmanned, in the M6.0 to M9.0 speed range –
depending on whether hydrocarbon or cryogenic
fuel is used – capable of striking targets 9,000 nm
from the eastern or western seaboards of the US
in under two hours. 

The Skunk Works also has proposals out for an
‘unmanned persistent striker’ that would loiter
outside the target area then morph into a vehicle
capable of performing M1.5 dash speeds as soon
as it is tasked. “The only vehicle that is ideally
suited to be a UAV is a high-speed vehicle,
because the shaping and the thinness of it is such
that a pilot really doesn’t fit into it very well,”
Cappuccio said. “Everything else, you can get a
pilot in.” 

The Skunk Works speaks with authority on
this issue, since it developed the M3.35 ramjet-
powered D-21 reconnaissance UAV back in the
early 1960s. However, it is the future that Cap-
puccio is looking to, monitoring signs for what
his boss – Ralph Heath, president of Lockheed
Martin Aeronautics – referred to in a speech at
Paris as an ‘inflection point’in US DoD thinking
on how combat UAVs are to be used in concert
with manned platforms. 

This, Lockheed Martin believes, will come
about when a formal concept of operations is
drafted on how UAVs, F/A-22s and F-35s will
be tasked in the battlespace and when it is deter-
mined who will be doing the tasking. 

In the meantime, ADP continues to work on
issues such as the blending of survivability and
speed – an area, technologically, that Cappuccio
thinks will become hugely important over the
next decade – as it watches and waits. 

“As long as we’re working those enabling
technologies, Lockheed feels very comfortable
that when we reach the inflection point of what
they’re going to do, we can jump back into the
competition,” Cappuccio said. “Is there a gam-
ble? Yes, there’s always a gamble.”

However, pushing the envelope, taking risks
and underpinning them along the way with hard
data on the cutting edge of technology is what
the Skunk Works is all about.

Nick Cook is JDW’s aerospace consultant,
based in London
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A mockup of the Morphing UAV is
shown at the Paris Air Show in June
(above, left)
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The Skunk Works’ DarkStar UAV, one of a handful of
projects rolled out in the past 15 years, was cancelled at
the prototype stage
Lockheed Martin; 0014707
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S
outh Korea (Republic of Korea –
RoK) is facing a new challenge of
greater reliance on its own forces as
the US plans a reduction in the size of
its commitment on the divided

peninsula.
The result is a continuing effort to create a

technologically advanced military capability. In
the case of South Korea’s air power this includes
a revitalised airborne early warning and control
(AEW&C) procurement, a restructured
helicopter requirement and the imminent intro-
duction into service of fighter, light attack and
trainer aircraft.

The key to meeting RoK Air Force (RoKAF)
requirements is local industry involvement, par-
ticularly Korean Aerospace Industries (KAI),
which is leading major air procurements or is the
local partner for imported platforms.

South Korean efforts to support local industry
have gone as far as KAI developing an indige-
nous supersonic trainer in conjunction with
Lockheed Martin, the T-50 Golden Eagle, which

is also being developed as a light attack fighter,
called the A-50. The AEW&C procurement,
which has faltered three times already, is becom-
ing more urgent as the US currently provides this
capability from Japan but is facing increased
demands and is looking to redeploy some assets.

Likewise, efforts to procure medium-lift heli-
copters have also faltered and been restructured.

The country’s largest defence procurement, a
USD3.6 billion contract for 40 Boeing F-15K
fighter aircraft, is now well under way and could
be followed by an order for an additional 40.

The F-15K
The South Korean government announced the
selection of the F-15K as its preferred platform
in April 2002, defeating Dassault Aviation’s
Rafale. In September 2005 a similar outcome
was evident as Singapore selected the F-15T in
preference to Rafale as preferred bidder for its
fighter replacement programme.

Based on the US Air Force F-15E, the first 

F-15K was rolled out on 16 March. The first two
aircraft are expected to be delivered in 2005, 10
in 2006, 16 in 2007 and the last 12 in 2008.

The F-15K is capable of carrying a 10,400 kg
payload and is powered by General Electric
F110-GE-129 engines, which can reach M2.5.
The total package, including weapons, is worth
about USD4.46 billion.

The first four South Korean pilots and weapon
systems officers completed their training in the
US on 9 September. The training took place over
15 months, starting with six months of language
courses, eight months of instruction on F-15E
fighters and finally conversion to F-15Ks.

The first F-15K is expected to make its public
debut at the SeoulAir Show.

The procurement is supported by about
USD2.9 billion in offset packages, which is
being used to boost South Korea’s indigenous
defence and aerospace capability as part of an
effort to be able to produce its own fighter by
2015. Although the RoKAF has 180 F-16C/Ds,
the result of an 18-year delivery programme that

The renewalofSouthKorea’s air
force is a vitalelement ingreater
self-reliance.
Efforts tocreatea
technologically
advancedcapability
havemajor
implications for both
regional security and
Korea’s defence
industry.Damian
Kemp reports 
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began in 1986 and included
assembly of some aircraft by KAI, the F-15K
will boost the air force’s power.

The F-15K will strengthen the air force’s capa-
bilities because of its ability to operate with
several weapons not yet in the RoKAF inven-
tory, including the Boeing AGM-84H Standoff
Land Attack Missile – Expanded Response
(SLAM-ER), which was rolled out in July.

SLAM-ER, a smaller missile than the original
variants but with a wider wingspan, has a range
of 280 km compared with the 90 km to 120 km of
earlier variants.

Approval of the sale of SLAM-ER to South
Korea occurred in August 2001 in support of
Boeing’s fighter bid. In June 2003 Raytheon was
contracted to integrate the AN/AWW-13
datalink pod with the F-15 and five pods are
being supplied under the terms of the contract.

The aircraft will also be able to operate
with the AGM-84L Block II Harpoon anti-ship
missile, Raytheon’s AIM-9X Sidewinder
advanced short-range air-to-air missile and
Raytheon’s AIM-120C AMRAAM advanced

medium-range air-to-air
missile.

South Korea
is the first, and
at the moment

only, export cus-
tomer for SLAM-ER and
the weapon is seen as

being particularly signifi-
cant to the air force. “It will greatly

enhance the F-15K and further enable us in our
efforts to deter war in the Korean Peninsula,”
said Colonel Yoon-Sang Lee, director of the
RoKAF’s fighter programme division, speaking
at SLAM-ER’s roll-out.

“SLAM-ER’s ability to accurately strike
targets on land and at sea will provide a tremen-
dous advantage to the RoKAF’s pilots.”

The F-15Ks will also have the AN/APG-
63(V)1 radar, a joint helmet-mounted cueing
system, infra-red search and track and third-gen-
eration navigation and targeting systems to
support precision weapons.

The option remains for South Korea to pur-
chase an additional 40 F-15Ks but this has not
been exercised yet.

From Falcon to Eagle
South Korea used its purchase of 180 F-16C/Ds
as a basis for its efforts to build an indigenous
supersonic advanced jet trainer/light attack air-
craft and eventually an indigenous fighter
aircraft.

The F-16 offset agreement resulted in the
development of the T-50 Golden Eagle trainer
aircraft and theA-50 light-attack derivative.

The F-16 fleet provide the RoKAF with a
capability far beyond that of North Korea
(Democratic People’s Republic of Korea –
DPRK): the key focus of any defence strategy
stance by Seoul.

The (North) Korean People’s Army Air Force

has received a substantial number of Russian and
Chinese aircraft, including more than 100 SAC
F-5 (Q-5) and 130 MiG-21 variants, but some of
these aircraft are more than 40 years old.

South Korea’s drive to create massive air
superiority is a key aspect of its national security
efforts.

Aside from assembly of F-16s, KAI’s manu-
facturing abilities were boosted by the
development of KT-1 Woong-Bee basic turbo-
prop trainer and KO-1 forward control aircraft
for the RoKAF.

The RoKAF ordered 85 KT-1s and deliveries
were completed in 2003. Development of the
KT-1, of which the KO-1 is an armed variant,
began in 1988 with the first flight in late 1991.

The first KO-1 was received in August with
final deliveries of the 20 ordered expected in
2008. The aircraft is equipped with underwing
pylons for two 0.5 in (12.7 mm) machine gun
pods, two LAU-3A or LAU-131A seven-round
rocket launchers, two air-to-air training missiles
and four Mk 81, Mk 82 or practice bombs or two
drop tanks.

The T-50 Golden Eagle is an indigenous boost
to the RoKAF and, in a similar way to how the
KT-1 became the KO-1, will lead directly to the
A-50 light attack aircraft. The aircraft is devel-
oped and manufactured by KAI and Lockheed
Martin with 55 per cent of the work done in the

● South Korea will have renewed much of its
fleet within the next 10 years with the
introduction of new trainer, light attack fighter
and fighter aircraft

● An effort to purchase airborne early warning
and control aircraft would, if successful,
provide the country’s air force with a new
capability

● Key to the renewal effort is the strengthening of
local industry, particularly Korean Aerospace
Industries

KAI’s T-50 supersonic trainer 
(shown here in A-50 guise) a co-
development with Lockheed Martin,
is expected to enter service in 2007
KAI; 1142585
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US, 44 per cent in South Korea and 1 per cent
elsewhere.

Development of the T-50 began in 1997 with
the first flight on 1 August 2002 and the first
supersonic flight in February 2003. By the end of
July 2005 1,119 test flights had taken place and
the first production aircraft was rolled out on 30
August. At the end of August six aircraft were in
final assembly and the first aircraft is set for
delivery in October.

The T-50 production contract was signed in
December 2003 and, if the aircraft is delivered in
October, it will only have taken 22 months to go
from contract to delivery. Delivery of the aircraft
by mid-October would allow it to appear at the
SeoulAir Show and it is also possible that the air-
craft will appear at the Dubai Air Show in late
November.

Export markets
Export sales of the T-50/A-50 are considered
vital for South Korean industry to continue its
support of the RoKAF and the Middle East is
considered an important market. KAI believes
there is a market for 600-800 aircraft of this type
and export customers are being targeted beyond
2006. 

The RoKAF has ordered 25 T-50s, with
another 25 expected to be ordered in 2006, and up
to 44 A-50s are expected to be ordered to replace
ageing Northrop Grumman F-5 trainer/attack
aircraft.

Unlike the T-50, the A-50 is fitted with a radar
(the Lockheed Martin AN/APG-67(V)4) and a
General Dynamics 20 mm three-barrel Gatling-
type cannon. Both aircraft have seven external
stations including an air-to-air missile rail on
each wing tip.

The T-50/A-50 is planned to be developed into
a fighter aircraft to replace the RoKAF’s F-5s
with this work likely to begin in 2008. The F-5s
range in age from 43-year-old F-5B trainer and F-
5Aair defence/attack aircraft to 30-year-old F-5F
trainer and F-5E air defence/attack aircraft.

When the indigenous aircraft enter service the
RoKAF pilots will initially train on the KT-1
before progressing to T-50/A-50 and then
F-16C/D and F-15K aircraft.

Despite the addition of fighter aircraft it is still
likely over the next 20-30 years that, in order to
maintain capability, the RoKAF will need to
replace hundreds of F-4 and F-5 aircraft.

The options include additional F-15Ks, Lock-
heed Martin F-35 Joint Strike Fighters and/or up
to another 100A-50s.

Eyes in the skies
The relative smoothness of the procurement of
fighter and trainer aircraft and the RoKAF’s
strength in this field contrasts with the failing
efforts to purchase AEW&C and transport 
aircraft. 

Five attempts have been made to purchase four
AEW&C aircraft for the RoKAF since the mid-
1990s: a troubled procurement, that has caused
concern in industry.

Earlier in 2005 the procurement, dubbed the E-
X programme, was cancelled and the
requirement rewritten before it was again
released mid-2005. It is likely to be worth about
USD1.8 billion and a decision could be made
before the end of 2005.

Boeing is planning to bid a variant of the same
system, that was successful in Australia (under
Project Wedgetail) and Turkey. The system bid
would be a Northrop Grumman Multirole Elec-
tronically ScannedArray radar mounted as a ‘top
hat’radome on a Boeing 737 aircraft. 

Israel Aircraft Industries is set to bid its Phal-
con radar mounted on a Gulfstream G550
long-range business jet. There is still the possibil-
ity that Embraer may bid using the EMB-145
platform with the Erieye radar.

Earlier requirements were said to include a
time-on-station in excess of six hours, a maxi-
mum speed of more than 300 kt and a mission
altitude of more than 26,500 ft. The radar should
have 360º coverage and a range out to 200 nm.

The E-X programme will also include the air
mission system, ground mission support and
training, flight simulator and maintenance/repair
support systems.

Aside from the E-X programme itself, other
equipment will be required to datalink to all
RoKAF aircraft except the F-15K, which will be
Link 16 communications capable.

It is likely that this time the South Korean gov-
ernment will see the procurement process
through, since it has been high on the political
and military list of priorities for more than a
decade. 

Such an image-gathering capability is pro-
vided by the US E-3 fleet but US moves to
reposition its forces have led to increasing pres-
sure from Washington on Seoul for increased
government spending on defence.

It is believed that the South Korean Ministry
of National Defence had been looking for 
a delivery of two aircraft in 2009 and two in 2011,
but this timeline may no longer be feasible with
the procurement having been stopped and
restarted.

South Korea still has a requirement for up to 20
transport aircraft and had provisionally selected
Lockheed Martin C-130Js before the programme
was cancelled due to financial constraints.

Additionally, South Korea has a requirement
for air-to-air refuelling tanker aircraft but this is
unlikely to be fulfilled in the short term.

From the ground up
South Korea’s air power will also be boosted by
the planned procurement of up to 235 light utility
helicopters under the Korean Helicopter Pro-
gramme (KHP) and attack helicopters for the
RoKArmy.

The KHP, previously called the Korean Multi-
role Helicopter programme, was restructured in
April when the attack helicopter was added. It is
expected that an international manufacturer will
team with prime contractor KAI to carry out the
USD1.3 billion development and USD4 billion
production of the helicopters.

DamianKemp is JDW’s Aviation Editor,
based in London

RELATED ARTICLES:
RoKAF (jwaf.janes.com)
T-50 Golden Eagle (jawa.janes.com)
South Korea relaunches its E-X project 
(jdw.janes.com, 29/06/05)

KAI’s KO-1 forward observation
aircraft is an armed development of
the KT-1 basic turbo-prop trainer 
KAI; 0576525

Development of KAI’s T-50 trainer is based on
manufacturing experience gained from
assembling F-16C/Ds KAI; 1142577

Delivery of the first F-15K
aircraft is expected this
month
Boeing; 0127355
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D
CN and Fincantieri are
expecting to finalise
during October 2005
the selection of the main
propulsion machinery

for the Franco-Italian FREMM
frigate programme, the leader
of the joint DCN-Fincantieri
FREMM propulsion project
team has told JDW.

The selection is scheduled to be
followed, also during October, by
an initial order for eight FREMM
ships from France and up to six
FREMMs from Italy.

The FREMM propulsion system
is known as BES.T34 (Boosted
Electric Propulsion System Type
34 MW) and is described as a cross-
connected combined diesel-electric
or gas architecture.

It is designed to provide a full
electric-powered cruise speed of up
to 16 kt (sufficient for 60 per cent of
the mission profile) and a top speed
of 27.5 kt using gas turbine boost
power when required, according
to Lionel Jodet, director of DCN
Indret’s propulsion systems 
engineering department at Nantes-
Indret, France, and leader of the
Genoa-based FREMM propulsion
design team. 

To meet these requirements, the
BES.T34 system will be configured

around two 2.2 MW electric
motors, one 34 MW gas turbine,
four 6.6 kW diesel generators and
three cross-connected gearboxes,
powering two shaft lines with
fixed-pitch propellers and (as an
option) one retractable auxiliary
thruster forward.

For the politically sensitive
selection of the main gas turbine,
Italian-based Avio (offering the
General Electric LM 2500+
Enhanced: a new variant of the 29
MW-capable LM 2500+ that is fur-
ther improved to achieve the
required 32-34 MW of output

power) is in competition against
UK-based Rolls-Royce Marine
(offering the 36 MW-rated MT30).

Candidates to supply the electric
motors include – among others –
ABB, AREVA-owned Jeumont,
ASIRobicon and Siemens. Diesel
generators on offer include solu-
tions from Isotta Fraschini (Italy),
MTU (Germany), Pielstick
(France) and Wärtsilä (Finland) –
with high rpm, compact size and
light weight being seen as key dis-
criminators. For the gearboxes,
DCN Indret and Fincantieri are
both proposing solutions. 

The BES.T34 system is laid out
in such a way that for low to
medium speed, the FREMM
frigates can rely on the two electric
motors powered by four seawater-
cooled diesel generators. This,
Jodet said, would provide a “flexi-
ble and quiet propulsion solution,
particularly useful during anti-sub-
marine warfare operations, with the
diesel fumes being vented off via
side exhausts located just above the
waterline forward in the ship”.

For high speeds needed during
anti-air engagements, pursuits and
emergency response situations, the
gas turbine would be used to boost
the propulsion system. Simulations
run by DCN and Fincantieri have
shown that acceleration to maxi-
mum speed would require only
seconds.

“All main features for the sys-
tem have been agreed and the
specifications for the main equip-
ment provided to the suppliers,”
said Jodet. 

“All control algorithms for the
functional part have also been pre-
pared and validated using
simulation. 

“The detailed design of the sys-
tem will be done as part of the
main contract, in which we will be
fitting the BES.T34 concept into
the real ship and completing the
integration with the platform sys-
tems.” ■
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● Selection of the main machinery
for the FREMM propulsion system
is expected this month

● The chosen propulsion system
adopts a cross-connected
combined diesel-electric or gas
machinery arrangement

Computer animation showing the main part of the BES.T34 propulsion system. For
redundancy reasons, two diesel generators and the optional auxiliary thruster are
located forward in the ship DCN;1116674

JORIS JANSSEN LOK JDWCorrespondent
The Hague

Decision expected on
FREMM propulsion

Work has begun at VT Shipbuilding’s Portsmouth
shipyard facility on the construction of the UK Royal
Navy’s (RN’s) new offshore patrol vessel (helicopter),
or OPV(H), HMS Clyde.

Based on the same design as the three earlier River-
class OPVs already in RN service, Clyde is being built to a
modified Batch 2 design, reflecting the ship’s intended
role as a Falkland Islands patrol vessel. Launch is 
scheduled for June 2006, with handover following in
October of the same year.

Following trials, Clyde is due to enter service in the sec-
ond quarter of 2007. The ship will be chartered to the
Ministry of Defence (MoD) for an initial period through to
March 2012. At the end of that period the MoD will have
the option to extend the lease, buy the vessel outright or
return it to VT.

As a Falkland Islands patrol vessel Clyde will replace the
RN’s two existing Castle-class OPVs: HMS Leeds Castle
and HMS Dumbarton Castle. According to VT, the use of
modern automated equipment and commercial mainte-
nance practices will allow a single ship to deliver the same
sea day availability as the two Castle-class ships. The
company will be responsible for providing a full contrac-
tor logistics support service to maintain the vessel in
sufficient condition to meet a specified availability for sea
of at least 282 days per year.

The programme is expected to be worth an initial total
of around GBP30 million (USD52 million) under a Public-
Private Partnership arrangement, with the potential for
this to increase if the charter is extended.

The Batch 2 design differs in that it incorporates a flight
deck (capable of accepting helicopters up to Merlin size),

affords increased accommodation space to cater for an
embarked force and is built to a higher level of survivability.
Furthermore, whereas the three existing River class OPVs
are each equipped with a 20 mm gun, Clyde will have a single
MSI-Defence Systems DS30B 30 mm gun fitted forward.

In a further departure, BAE Systems Integrated System
Technologies (Insyte) has been contracted by VT Ship-
building for the supply and integration of a single-console
combat management system and air/surface surveillance
radar for Clyde. Under this award, Insyte will integrate a
scaled version of its CMS-1 system with a Terma Scanter
4100 I-band radar, performing early integration activities
in Denmark prior to formal trials and acceptance on board
the vessel in the UK.

Richard Scott, JDW Naval Editor, London

VT begins OPV(H) construction

RELATED ARTICLE:
BAE Systems comes aboard OPV(H)
(jni.janes.com, 15/09/05)
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The US Navy has certified and
deployed the latest version of its
Aegis Weapon System aboard the
DDG-51 Arleigh Burke-class
Flight IIA guided missile
destroyer USS Pinckney (DDG
91).

Baseline 7.1 introduces the
improved AN/SPY-1D(V) radar, an
upgraded AN/SQQ-89 undersea
warfare system and migrates Aegis
system processing and network
infrastructure to a commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) computer
architecture.

Following formal certification of
the system in lateAugust, USSPinck-
ney departed San Diego on 30
September to start a maiden deploy-
ment with the US Seventh Fleet. 

Baseline 7.1 is seen by Lockheed
Martin Maritime Systems and Sen-
sors’ Surface Systems, the USN’s
Aegis combat system engineering
agent, as a major step towards the
transition to a fully COTS-based
open architecture computing sys-
tem. The new hardware and
software eliminates most of the

MIL-STD equipment and NTDS
(Naval Tactical Data System) point-
to-point interfaces associated with
earlier Aegis systems and intro-
duces an Asynchronous Transfer
Mode network for data distribution.

The new SPY-1D(V) radar system
provides a capability to operate more
effectively in littoral environments by
overcoming latent clutter problems,
reducing the high loadings caused by
transient tracks and improving detec-
tion performance against stealthy
threats. Upgrades include an improved
signal processor, a simplified driver to
improve average power, a track-initia-
tion processor and software
modifications.

Another integral part of the Base-
line 7.1 system is the
AN/SQQ-89(V)15 undersea warfare
system, the latest COTS-based ver-
sion of the SQQ-89 undersea warfare
system, which embodies an environ-
mentally adaptive system that

automatically self-optimises sonar
performance through adaptive pro-
cessing and control algorithms. This
featureallows improved performance
of the hull- mounted SQS-53C(V)
sonar in
littoral waters where significant and
rapid changes to acoustic conditions
can impair sonar performance.

SQQ-89(V)15 also includes con-
trol and display functionality for
Lockheed Martin’s new AN/WLD-
1(V)1 Remote Minehunting System
(RMS), which expands the ship’s
multimission capability by providing
an organicmine reconnaissancecapa-
bility to fleet battle groups.
WLD-1(V)1, which will also be inte-
grated on the US Navy’s Littoral
Combat Ship, is intended for installa-
tion aboard USS Pinckney and the
next five DDG-51 Flight IIAdestroy-
ers to enter service.

The RMS and its associated launch
and recovery system are housed on

the ship’s starboard side, ahead of the
helicopter hangar. Deployed forward
of the ship, the diesel-powered semi-
submersible remote minehunting
vehicle uses a towed AN/AQS-20A
variable depth sonar to build up a pic-
ture of the seabed. Information is
relayed back to the host ship using
either line-of-sight or over-the-hori-
zon data links.

Deployment of the WLD-1(V)1 is
scheduled to start in 2007. As a result,
USS Pinckney does not currently
embark the system, although it did
undertake trials with RMS during
Bravo sea trials in October 2003. Ini-
tial trials aboard USSMomsen (DDG
92) and at-sea system qualification
testing demonstrated acceptable
RMS performance to warrant a
low-rate production approval in July
2005. ■

USS Pinckney sails with latest Aegis suite
MRITYUNJOY MAZUMDAR JDWCorrespondent
California

● Aegis Baseline 7.1 has been
certified for service aboard USS
Pinckney

● This latest iteration of the Aegis
Weapon System introduces an
improved radar, an upgraded
undersea warfare system and a
COTS computing and network
infrastructure

Shipbuilders across Germany are engaged in
construction activities for the German Navy’s five
new K130 corvettes, the first of which, FGS
Braunschweig, is due for delivery in May 2007.

The ARGE K130 consortium – led by ThyssenKrupp
Marine Systems’ Blohm + Voss shipyard and also
including Nordseewerke GmbH (another ThyssenKrupp
Marine Systems company) and Lürssen Werft – was
awarded a EUR880 million (USD1.05 billion) construc-
tion contract for the programme in December 2001.

The forward sections of all five K130 vessels are
being built by Nordseewerke at its Emden shipyard,
while the aft sections are being built by Lürssen in Bre-
men. Superstructure modules are the responsibility of
Blohm + Voss in Hamburg.

The three yards are sharing responsibility for final
outfitting, trials and acceptance activities. Blohm + Voss
is taking charge for the first and fourth vessels (Braun-
schweig and Oldenburg), Lürssen for the second and
fifth ships (Magdeburg and Ludwigshafen) and Nord-
seewerke for the third ship of the class (Erfurt). All five
ships are due for delivery by November 2008.

Braunschweig’s forward section is shown (right)
arriving at the Lürssen shipyard in Bremen where it is
now being consolidated with the aft section. Next year
the complete platform will be towed to Blohm+Voss’s
shipyard in Hamburg for final outfitting and acceptance
trials.

Michael Nitz
JDW Correspondent, Kiel

K130 corvettes taking shape

Michael Nitz; 1116667

RELATED ARTICLE:
Delivering the power of one
(jni.janes.com, 08/09/04)

The latest version
the US Navy’s
Aegis Weapon
System has been
certified aboard
the DDG-51
Arleigh Burke-
class Flight IIA
guided missile
destroyer USS
Pinckney
US Navy; 1116683
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T
he combat systems
aboard the German
Navy’s eight F 122 
Bremen-class and four
F 123 Brandenburg-class

frigates are to be modernised by
Thales under a EUR70 million
(USD85 million) contract. 

New combat management 
system (CMS) hardware and soft-
ware will replace the legacy SATIR
system and current stand-alone sub-
systems, including Rheinmetall’s
MSP 500 electro-optic sensor plat-
form and 27 mm Light Naval Gun,
will be fully integrated into the com-
bat system. 

Legacy central computers will

be replaced by a distributed open-
system architecture, which is
based on the new Thales Object
Management Group’s Data Distri-
bution Service standard, with
an integrated, fast ethernet net-
work and several servers for
processing.

Current display consoles will
be substituted with new Thales

MOC Mk 3 multipurpose operat-
ing consoles. 

Significantly, the upgrade will
increase commonality with the
service’s three new F 124 Sachsen-
class frigates. Thales spokesman
Markus Leutert told JDW: “The
system is an evolutionary develop-
ment of the CMS already in service
on F 124 and the one presently
under delivery in a ‘family’ con-
cept.” 

Additionally, the new CMS will
enable the vessels to undertake a
wider range of command-and-con-
trol tasks. Leutert added that: “The
present application of the software
will be upgraded with new or addi-
tional functionality, mainly using
existing modules of the Type 124
and Tacticos outfit.” 

Work on the older Bremen class
will start in 2008, with upgrades
combined into the regular mainte-
nance cycle of the ships. Up to four
frigates will be worked on in paral-
lel per year and all 12 ships will be
modernised by 2011. ■

Upgrade brings German
frigate fleet into line
KATY GLASSBOROW Jane’s Naval Reporter
London

● All F 122 and F 123 frigates are to
receive a modernised combat
system supplied by Thales

● Work will start in 2008, with all
12 ships to be modernised by
2011

The F 122 Bremen-class frigate FGS Emden. The combat systems aboard this class
and the F 123 Brandenburg-class will be modernised by 2011 EADS; 1039270

Sweden’s Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) has
contracted Griffon Hovercraft to supply three Griffon 8100TD
aluminium-hulled hovercraft to meet the Swedish Amphibious
Battalion’s Hovercraft 2000 requirement.

A stretched variant of the existing Griffon 8000TD hovercraft, 14
of which are currently in service with customers in India, Saudi
Arabia, South Korea and Singapore, the 22.5 m long 8100TD ver-
sion selected by FMV is a multirole craft able to carry an 11-ton
payload and accommodate loads such as a tracked vehicle, gen-
eral cargo, a container or troops.

Fitted with ballistic protection, air conditioning and nuclear, bio-
logical and chemical protection, the 8100TD is powered by two
1,000 hp Iveco water (radiator) cooled diesel engines and is capa-
ble of a cruise speed of 35 kt and a sprint speed in excess of 40 kt.
The craft will be capable of operations over very shallow water,
ice, land, mud, debris, swamp, sand and rapids.

Deliveries will run from October 2006 to March 2007.
Tenders for the Hovercraft 2000 requirement were submitted to

FMV in June. According to Griffon, the Swedish order was won in
a ‘design-to-cost’ competition with a number of manufacturers,

including ABS Hovercraft, which supplied a single M10X hover-
craft to Sweden in 1998. The composite-hulled M10X was
license-built by Kockums (now part of ThyssenKrupp Marine Sys-
tems).

In a separate development, Griffon Hovercraft has received a
contract to supply two smaller Griffon 2000TD hovercraft to the
Polish Border Guard. These 2-ton payload craft will be used as
patrol craft in the very shallow and icy areas of the Polish coast,
rivers and estuaries.

Richard Scott, JDW Naval Editor, London

Griffon contracted to deliver Sweden’s Hovercraft 2000

The Griffon 8100TD aluminium-hulled hovercraft, three of
which have been ordered to meet the Swedish Amphibious
Battalion’s Hovercraft 2000 requirement Griffon Hovercraft; 1116679

RELATED ARTICLE:
Contractors submit bid for F 122/123
update; F 125 newbuild discussions begin
(idr.janes.com, 11/11/04)

The UK Royal Navy (RN) survey vessel
HMS Roebuck has been handed back to
the fleet after completing a 10-month
service-life extension programme
(SLEP) and fleet time fit period
undertaken by DML Group at Devonport
Royal Dockyard.

The GBP5 million (USD9.6 million)
SLEP programme began in September
2004. Work grew by over 80 per cent 
during the course of the contract, with
some of the added alterations and addi-
tions requiring extensive electrical and
structural work.

In addition to general overhaul and
maintenance, the programme to extend
HMS Roebuck’s operational life by a fur-
ther 10 years has included a substantial
capability upgrade with the fitting of a
new keel plate, transducer and sophisti-
cated multibeam sonar suite to improve
surveying capability.

Kongsberg Maritime has supplied an
integrated survey package comprising
EM1002 and EM3000 multibeam sys-
tems; EA600 and EA400 single-beam
systems; POS MV positioning and atti-
tude systems; KonMap survey planning
stations; post-processing software
based on Neptune, Triton, Poseidon and
CARIS HIPS and SIPS software; along
with the MDM400 marine data manage-
ment system.

Other changes include new workshop
facilities, air compressors, a new steering
gear control system, three new genera-
tors and associated switchboard
modifications, new refrigeration and air-
conditioning plants, and rescue boat and
survey boat davits. The enhancements
package has also included an upgrade of
accommodation areas, a galley refurbish-
ment and an extensive redesign of the
bridge and chartroom.

HMS Roebuck has also received an
enhanced close-range weapons fit. This
comprises a 20 mm gun and associated
magazine, two Mk 44 miniguns and four
7.62 mm general-purpose machine guns.

HMS Roebuck was returned to the fleet
on 26 September. Following operational
work-up, the ship is expected to deploy in
November to the Middle East.

Richard Scott,
JDW Naval Editor, London

Survey ship
starts new
lease of life

RELATED ARTICLE:
DML wins survey ship life extension
(jdw.janes.com, 26/08/04 )
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VICE ADMIRAL REFILOE MUDIMU
CHIEF OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN NAVY

C
hief of the SouthAfrican Navy (SAN)
Vice Admiral Refiloe Mudimu sees
the service playing an active role in
African waters, serving as “a useful
partner in promoting peace and sta-

bility on the continent”. 
The number one priority for the continent,

he said, “is peace and stability; to create
a climate that will allow govern-
ments to deal with development
issues. The South African Navy
must use its assets to promote
this”.

It is against this regional opera-
tions background that the SAN
will re-evaluate its fleet plan-
ning, which is likely to see the
acquisition of two landing plat-
forms put on hold. 

“Our understanding of the
government’s position on South
Africa’s responsibilities inAfrica
suggests that we should speed up
acquisition of these ships to com-
plement our patrol corvettes and
submarines,” Adm Mudimu said.

He believes strongly that “the sea must be used to promote stability”
and sees the navy playing a growing role in peace support operations.
That role will include logistical support of deployed forces, using the
combat support ship SASDrakensberg. It will also continue to include
inland operations. 

The SAN has had a detachment of three harbour patrol boats
deployed in Burundi since 2003, patrolling on Lake Tanganyika to
counter the cross-lake movement of guerrillas and weapons, and two
additional boats were deployed there earlier in 2005. 

Adm Mudimu also firmly believes that threats such as piracy, arms
smuggling and trafficking in people must be dealt with “decisively”,
and sees the “normal tasks” of the SAN as including operations to “root
out illegal activities at sea”. 

This is not, however, something that the SAN can, or should, tackle
alone, says Adm Mudimu.

“It is imperative that we engage the other navies on the African conti-
nent more vigorously to tackle these important issues together.” 

In this context he argued that “the navies of the continent must realise
that they are important assets of their nations, protecting maritime
resources and serving to deter aggression”, but understands that most
are weak in terms of “visible and punchy assets”; even those whose gov-
ernments are “thinking and concerned about maritime security issues”. 

The SAN is, he believes, well able to support them, using its assets to
complement their capabilities and assisting them with the development
of their “presence” at sea. 

Taking a broader perspective, he also believes that “our navy must, of
necessity, be seen in African waters” to play its part in supporting the
government’s initiatives on the continent.

Adm Mudimu also intends to step up the SAN’s
operational tempo as its new ships enter operational
service. 

“Anavy is about ships and submarines at sea,” he
said. “They serve no purpose alongside. The

greatest danger is sitting alongside in
Simon’s Town [a SAN naval base].” 

To this end Adm Mudimu
intends to seize every opportu-
nity to conduct exercises with
other navies in home waters and
abroad, including European
waters. 

A SAN task group will sail to
South America in 2006 for the
bi-annual ‘Atlasur’exercise with
the navies of Argentina, Brazil
and Uruguay, and a German
Navy task group will sail to
South Africa for Exercise ‘Good
Hope II’. 

Adm Mudimu says he will also
exploit opportunities to send
members of the SAN on foreign
courses, serve on attachments or
exchange tours with other navies. 

The Germany Navy has made two two-year exchange posts avail-
able and the offer will be taken up. The Indian Navy is training 20
combat and engineering officers for the new Class 209 submarines and
a number of submarine officers will be sent to Brazil for training.
There are also training exchange agreements in place with several
other navies. 

Looking inside the SAN, Adm Mudimu faces the task of completing
the transformation process. The navy has been accused of being tardy
in meeting racial quotas set for the armed forces. While it is well on
track towards achieving broad “representivity”, the navy is still heav-
ily white in its middle ranks and technical branches, with insufficient
numbers of black African personnel. 

The key problem is essentially simple: Neither the armed wings of
the African National Congress and the Pan African Congress nor the
four homeland armies have naval personnel, the SAN has relatively
few black African personnel, and developing combat officers and tech-
nical personnel takes time.

Adm Mudimu accepts the need for the armed forces to be broadly
representative of the people they serve but believes that “we need to
disentangle the navy from political targets. We need the space to
achieve representivity without hurting the navy”. Looking to the future,
he has little patience with the notion of quotas. 

“The focus must be on personal commitment. We want people to
compete to enter the navy and to compete for a post, and we want the
best people to get there. Inadequate people will fail others. That is not a
legacy that we want, that we did not care for our people.”

Helmoed-Römer Heitman
JDW Correspondent, Cape Town

“We need to disentangle the
navy from political targets”

INTERVIEW

South African Navy; 1116680
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